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ABSTRACT 

The formulation and calculation of the electromagnetic fields scattered from, 

and the natural resonances of, a thin, perfectly conducting circular strip mounted on 

a perfectly conducting ground plaIie is presented. The fields are excited by an axial 

electric dipole, oriented normal to the surface of the ground plane. An electric field 

integral equation is formulated in terms of the induced surface current and solved 

in closed form in the quasi-static limit as an expansion of Chebyshev polynomials. 

In addition, the integral equation is solved for the general case by the method of 

moments (MOM). Numerical results are given which show the excellent agreement 

between the quasi-static and method of moments solutions. 

The MOM currents are used to determine the field scattered from the circu

lar strip, in both the frequency and time domains. The frequency domain analysis 

is applied to the problem of fencing small vertical broadcast antennas. We find that 

appropriately designed fencing can enhance the ground wave of the antenna, while 

decreasing the sky wave. In addition, we determine that the radiation efficiency 

of the dipole is sensitive to the size of the circular strip, and that the radiation 

efficiency displays resonant behavior when the frequency of operation is near a nat

ural resonance of the circular strip. We, also, calculate the time domain transient 

scattered fields for different circular strip geometries, using the MOM currents and 

GTD. By deemphasizing the low frequencies in the transient pulse spectrum, we 

xii 



xiii 

obtain good agreement between the GTD early time scattering and the transient 

scattering determined from the MOM formulation. 

Using the MOM formulation, we determine the natural resonances of the 

circular strip. These resonances are divided into two classes: the exterior resonances 

and interior resonances. We show the pole trajectories for the first layer of exterior 

resonances for a wide range of strip height-to-radius ratios. In addition, we locate 

strong interior resonances which correspond to TMopq circular cavity modes. In

cluded in these interior resonances are weakly damped resonances which correspond 

to the TMopo cavity modes. This is the first known report of these TMopo interior 

resonances for the circular strip geometry. We find that these resonances dominate 

the scattering in our problem. Using the transient scattered fields calculated from 

the MOM formulation as input and output data for a single input, single output 

identification algorithm, we identify the dominant poles in the scattered fields. We 

show that these dominant poles are those associated with the TMopo interior reso

nances of the circular strip. In addition, we show that by using ;,ntelligent filtering 

and source selection, a few resonances with higher damping can also be identified. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

It is our intent to present the derivation and calculation of the electromag

netic scattering from, and the natural resonances of, a thin, perfectly conducting 

circular strip mounted on a perfectly conducting ground plane. The electromag

netic fields are excited by an infinitesimal electric dipole, oriented normal to the 

conducting ground plane on the axis of the strip (Fig. 1-1). The circular strip has 

a radius a and height h, and the electric dipole source is located a distance d above 

the ground plane. 

Our interest in this problem is motivated by the need to develop simple 

canonical scattering structures for use in system and target identification studies 

and in transient antenna range experiments. Such antenna ranges often consist 

of a ground plane and an azimuthally independent radiator. For this study we 

choose an infinitesimal, vertical electric dipole as a source; however, the formula

tion is sufficently general so that any azimuthally independent radiator with the 

same polarization can be used. We select the circular strip because it offers a 

tractable theoretical solution, and it is relatively easy to model experimentally. In 

addition, the circular strip offers other desirable properties. In their studies of the 

open-ended circular cylinder, Melson and Pearson (1980) showed that this type of 

structure (equivalent to the circular strip) supports two distinct species of reso

nances: exterior resonances and interior resonances. Although they only considered 

relatively large height to radius ratios, Melson and Pearson demonstrated that the 

1 
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Figure 1-1 Circular strip of radius a and height h on a ground plane, with 
axial electric dipole source. 
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interior resonances suffer little radiation damping, whereas, the exterior resonances 

are more highly damped. Nabulsi (1984) reported success in identifying the natural 

resonances of highly resonant objects using a single input, single output identifi

cation procedure. In contrast, Simon (1984) and Weyker (1986) demonstrated the 

difficulty associated with identifying the resonances of strongly damped objects. 

Therefore, we expect success in identifying the strong interior resonances of the 

circular strip, and feel that the circular strip will provide an excellent model in 

which to compare the relative contributions of strong resonances and weak; highly 

damped resonances. 

Other investigators, such as Levine and Schwinger (1948), Weinstein (1969), 

and Chang (1973), have analyzed the radiation and scattering properties of a semi

infinite perfectly conducting tube. In particular, Chang (1973), in his investigation 

of electromagnetic through-the-earth propagation, considered the radiation char

acteristics of surface currents on a thin semi-infinite metallic tube induced by an 

axial electric dipole. However, these works only consider the effects of one end of 

the tube. Our formulation includes both. Thus, with only a minor modification in 

the source description, we have extended the work of Chang (1973) to include the 

effects of finite length. In addition, Otto (1971) and Chang and Otto (1974,1975) 

have studied the current distribution on an electrically short, thick tubular antenna 

induced by a rotationally symmetric delta-gap source on the surface of the antenna. 

This problem is similar to that of the short circular strip; however, in this presen

tation, we are interested in an axial dipole source, and we will not limit the size of 

the strip in the general solution for the induced surface currents and the scattered 

fields. 



4 

Many investigators have considered the problem of scattering from a finite 

circular cylinder. Included in these investigations is the work of Kao (1969; 1970a, 

b), who considered the general three dimensional scattering from a finite open-ended 

circular cylinder, giving solutions for normal, or broadside, plane wave illumination 

of short, small radius cylinders. Also, Tesche (1972, 1973, and 1975) determined 

the frequency and time domain scattering, using the singularity expansion method 

(SEM), from linear antennas modeled as thin circular cylinders. In these studies, 

Tesche also located the exterior natural resonances of the finite circular cylinder, 

for large height to radius ratios (aspect ratios). Tesche assumed that the radius of 

the cylinder was small enough to neglect any azimuthal variations in the induced 

currents and in the scattered fields. Melson and Pea.rson (1980) extended this work 

by accounting for azimuthal variations in the currents and the scattered fields. 

By considering aspect ratios smaller than those studied by Tesche, Melson and 

Pearson located additional natural resonances for the open-ended cylinder (finite 

circular cylinder). They asserted that these resonances were associated with fields 

in the interior of the cylinder and that the resonances corresponded to equivalent 

circularly cylindrical cavity modes. This contention was verified by Roberts and 

Pearson (1982), when they considered the problem of the closed end circular cylin

der. Roberts and Pearson found that by closing the ends of the open-ended circular 

cylinder, the interior resonances migrated toward their corresponding cylindrical 

cavity resonances. In the limit as the ends of the cylinder became completely en

closed, the locations of these resonances became equal. In addition to these studies, 

Medgyesi-1vfitschang and Eftimiu (1982), using Galerkin's method with entire do

main expansion functions, solved the electric field integral equation for the current 

induced on the open-ended circular cylinder, and using this current they determined 
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the electromagnetic scattering from the cylinder. They obtained good agr~ement 

between theoretical calculations and experimental measurements of the backscatter 

cross section. This work was extended by Eftimiu and Huddleston (1983a, bi 1984). 

In these investigations, Eftimiu and Huddleston determined the natural resonances 

of the finite open circular cylinder, and they calculated the transient response for 

an electromagnetic plane wave impinging upon the outside surface of the cylinder. 

Their results were in agreement with the results of previous investigators. In all 

of these studies, only relatively large (Le. > 3.33) aspect ratios were considered. 

Recently, Lee (1987) presented the formulation for the electromagnetic scattering 

from a tubular cylindrical structure. Using a double series approach, Lee obtained 

general expressions for the scattering from a finite circular scatterer. These expres

sions were in terms of expansions over Chebyshev polynomials, in which the edge 

condition were satisfied term by term. Lee reported the theoretical and experimen

tal results for the backscatter cross section along the axis of the cylinder, for large 

aspect ratios. 

We will study the interior scattering and the natural resonance structure 

of the axially excited circular strip. Although our formulation (and many of our 

results) will be general, we will concentrate on strips which have smaller aspect 

ratios. We begin this analysis by developing the integral equation for the induced 

currents on a thin perfectly conducting circular strip for a general azimuthally 

symmetric incident electric field. We then obtain the solution for the induced surface 

currents in the quasi-static limit in terms of an expansion of Chebyshev polynomials 

of the 2nd kind. For the general case, a solution is obtained using the method of 

moments. The results of the numerical calculations of these surface currents are 
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presented and the two solutions (quasi-static and method of moments) are compared 

in their region of overlapping validity (Chapter 2). 

Our formulation for the induced surface currents on a circular strip is an 

extension of known results for a flat strip. The analysis of the flat strip has an 

extensive foundation in the literature, and a particularly concise treatment of this 

problem is given by Butler and Wilton (1980). We will show that our formulation 

of the induced surface currents on a circular strip is sufficiently general that the 

results presented also apply to the problem of a thin, perfectly conducting tube, or 

pipe, (open-ended circular cylinder) of radius a and length 2h, which is subjected 

to azimuthally symmetric incident fields, in an infinite homogenous media. 

In Chapter 3, we will use the MOM currents to calculate the fields scattered, 

in both the frequency and time domains, We will apply the frequency domain scat

tered field analysis to the problem of surrounding small vertical antennas with 

circular metal fences. It is thought that such fencing can alter the pattern of the 

antenna, producing characteristics which are desirable for many broadcast situa

tions. We will also use the frequency domain analysis to calculate the frequency 

spectrum for the scattered fields. Using this field spectrum and the spectrum of 

a desired pulse, we will determine the time domain transient scattered fields from 

the circular strip. In addition, we will use the geometrical theory of diffraction 

(GTD) to determine the early time transient scattered fields. A comparison will 

be made between the GTD early time scattered fields and the transient scattered 

fields determined from our method of moments calculations. 

Using the MOM formulation, we will determine the natural resonances of 

the circular strip in Chapter 4. We will present both the exterior and interior 
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resonances. The trajectories of the first layer of exterior resonances will be shown 

for a wide range of aspect ratios. In addition, we will conduct a detailed investigation 

concerning the interior resonances of the circular strip. In Chapter 5, the transient 

scattered fields determined in Chapter 3 will be used as input and output data 

for a standard identification algorithm. We will show examples of how particular 

resonance features affect the identification process. Finally, in Chapter 6 we will 

discuss our results and make recommendations for future work. 



CHAPTER 2 

FORMULATION OF THE INDUCED CURRENTS 

In this section we develop the electric field integral equation (EFIE) for the 

surface current induced on a vanishingly thin, perfectly conducting circular strip 

mounted on a perfectly conducting ground plane (Fig. 1-1). This surface current 

is induced by the electric field radiated from an infinitesimal electric dipole source 

located on the axis of the strip. The integral equation is developed by enforcing a 

boundary condition for the electromagnetic fields on the strip. Because the circular 

strip is perfectly conducting, the components of the total electric field that are 

tangential to the surface of the strip must equal zero at the surface. 

2.1 Development of the Integral Equation 

The formulation of this problem can be greatly simplified by using the theory 

of images to eliminate the perfectly conducting ground plane. In doing so, the lower 

half space, that is the perfect conductor, is replaced by the mirror image of the strip 

and the image of the electric dipole source. A cross-sectional view of this geometry 

is shown in Fig. 2-1. 

To develop the EFIE, the total electric field is divided into two components: 

First, the incident electric field (.i~inc), which is the electric field radiated into the 

infinite homogeneous region by the electric dipole sources with the circular strip 

scatterer removed; second, the scattered electric field (E 8
), which is the electric 

8 
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Figure 2-1 Cross sectional view of the circular strip on ground plane and its 
Image. 
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field radiated into the in~nite homogeneous region by the induced surface currents 

on the circular strip, viz., 

(2 - 1) 

In the following we assume time harmonic fields with eiwt time dependence. As

suming a linear isotropic media, we express the electric field components in (2-1) in 

terms of the magnetic vector potential A as follows: 

_" ( _" V(V . Aine,8)) 
E InC

,8 = -iw AlnC
,8 + k

2 
(2 - 2) 

where 

(2 - 3) 

and where J1. and € are the permeability and complex permittivity, respectively. The 

vector potentials are given by 

....tine,8 =.!!:..... { Jine,8(1)'I/J(f,l)dr' 
471" lvl 

(2 - 4) 

where Jine (r') is the source current distribution, J8 (f/) is the induced surface cur

rent on the circular strip scatterer, and 'I/J(f, r') is the scalar Green function for an 

unbounded homogeneous region given by 

e-ik1r-r'1 
'I/J(f, I) - If _ f'l . (2 - 5) 

To obtain an integral equation for the surface current induced on the circular 

strip, the boundary condition for the electromagnetic field is enforced on the strip. 

Since the strip is perfectly conducting, 

no x E = no x (Eine + EO) = 0 p E [a,a + r] (2 -6) 

z E [-h,h] 
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where Tis is the unit norlp.al vector on the surface of the strip. Rewriting (2-6) we 

obtain 

Tis X E inc = -Tis X E S p E [a,a+ r] (2 - 7) 

z E [-h,h]. 

The only components of the incident electric field that are parallel to any 

portion of the strip are in the p and z directionsj therefore, the induced currents on 

the circular strip will have non-zero p and z components. We have assumed that 

the source fields and the scattering geometry are invariant in the azimuthal angle ¢j 

thus the ¢-component of the induced current on the strip is equal to zero. For our 

present applications we are only interested in a thin circular scatterer. Therefore, 

we let the thickness r of the strip approach zero. In this limit the only component 

of the incident electric field parallel to the surface of the strip is in the z-direction, 

and the induced current will have only a z-component. 

In the limit as the thickness of the strip approaches zero, substituting (2-2) 

through (2-5) into (2-7) and integrating over the surface of the strip, we obtain the 

following Pocklington type integral equation: 

E!nc/ = 4
iTJ

k (882

2 + k2) fh Iz{z')K{z - z')dz' z E [-h, h] 
p=a ~ Z J-h (2 - 8) 

where TJ = WJ.L/ k and Iz is the induced axial current given by 

(2 - 9) 

Note that, in the limit as the thickness of the strip goes to zero, the two annular 

end cap surfaces dissappear and the two cylindrical surfaces of the strip become 
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one. Thus, the currents on each cylindrical surface become indistinguishable and 

combine as in (2-9). The kernel K(z - z') of the integral equation is given by 

1 /11" e-ikR 
K(z - z') = - --d¢/ 

211" -11" R 
(2 - 10) 

where 

(2 - 11) 

As we will discuss in more detail later, this kernel function is singular at z = z' 

and must be handled with care. In addition, this kernel function and the integral 

equation (2-8) have other special properties. Since the z and z' dependence of the 

kernel function is as (z - z')2, it is readily apparent that the integral equation is 

Toeplitz. Also, the symmetry of the currents, with respect to the z = 0 plane, is 

completely dependent upon the symmetry of the incident Ez field. In our problem 

the electric source is imaged into the ground plane, thus the incident Ez field will 

be evenly symmetric about the z = 0 plane. Therefore, we conclude that the 

induced current Iz will also be even. Note that since there is no ¢ variation in this 

problem we have placed the observation point in the ¢ = 0 plane without any loss 

of generality. 

As written in (2-8), the integral equation is expressed in terms of a general 

incident field E~nc. This equation is valid for any incident wave which has a non-zero 

z-component of the electric field, a zero ¢-component of the electric field, and is ¢

independent. For our specific case, the E~nc field is that due to the two infinitesimal 
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z-directed electric dipoles, each with moment Idl, located along the z axis at ±d. 

Therefore, the source current density, Jine is expressed as 

Jine = fLz ldl 8(P) [8(z + d) + 8(z - d)] 
27rp 

(2 - 12) 

Substituting (2-12) into (2-4) and then using (2-2), we obtain the following source 

term: 

__ .IdlTJ ( 8
2 2) [e- ikR1 e- ikE1

] E~ne - Z 47rk 8z2 + k R' + R" (2 - 13) 

where 

R' = J p2 + (z - d) 2 (2 - 14) 

(2 - 15) 

Substitution of (2-13) into (2-8) completes the intergral equation formulation. 

2.2 Quasi-Static Solution of Integral Equation 

The solution of the electric field integral equation given in (2-8) can be 

obtained in closed form in the quasi-static limit. The quasi-static limit implies that 

all the dimensions in the problem are much smaller than a wavelength. We shall 

show that if the appropriate edge condition is built into the solution, the unknown 

axial current Iz can be expressed in terms of an expansion of Chebyshev polynomials 

of the 2nd kind. This method of solution for the conducting flat strip and a slot 

in a conducting screen is given by Butler and Wilton (1980). They also give an 

extensive listing of the properties of the Chebyshev polynomials of the 1st and 2nd 

kind. 
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For 12kal « 1 and 12khl ~ 1, we find that the expression for th~ kernel of 

the integral equation (2-10) reduces to 

( ')"" 1 j1r 1 I K z-z = - -d¢ 
21r -1r R 

(2 - 16) 

where R is given in (2-11). By rearranging the terms and making a single change 

of variable, we can rewrite (2-16) as 

(2 - 17) 

where 

4a2 

m = . 
4a2 + (z - ZIp 

(2 - 18) 

The integral in (2-17) is a complete elliptic integral C?f the 1st kind K(m) (Abramo

witz and Stegun, 1972). Thus, in the quasi-static limit the kernel function becomes 

K(z _ Zl) ::: ~ K(m) 
1r J(z - ZIp + 4a2 

(2 - 19) 

If we assume that the height h of the circular strip is small compared to the radius 

a, then (z - Zl) ::; 2h ~ 2a. Using this narrow strip approximation in equation 

(2-18), we find that m is approximately equal to 1. In the limit as m approaches 1, 

the elliptic integral reduces to (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972), 

lim K(m) ,... -In (Iz - zll) 
m-.l 8a 

(2 - 20) 

Thus, substituting (2-20) into (2-19), we find the kernel function reduces to 

K(z - Zl) ::: --.!...In (Iz - zll) 
7ra 8a 

(2 - 21) 
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in the narrow strip quasi-static limit. 

Butler and Wilton (1980) demonstrated in the quasi-static limit that the 

k2 term in (2-8) is negligible compared to the 82/8z2 term. Thus using equations 

(2-8) and (2-21), we obtain the following result: 

. I -i11 82 jh E!nc "'" - Iz(z') In Iz - z'ldz' 
p=a 47r2ka 8z2 -h 

Z E [-h,h] (2 - 22) 

From the analysis of the flat strip (Meixner, 1972; Butler and Wilton, 1980), we 

infer that the current induced by an incident electric field parallel to the surface of 

the strip behaves as Vh2 - z2 near the edges of the strip . We include this known 

edge behavior in the solution for the total axial current by expressing I z as 

(2 - 23) 

where V(z) has unit of Amps/m. Substituting (2-23) into (2-22) and rearranging 

terms, we write (2-22) as 

Lqs{V(z)} = J(z) z E [-h,h] (2 - 24) 

where Lqs is a linear operator given by 

82jh 
Lqs{·} = 8 2 {·h/1 -(z'/h)2In lz - z'ldz' 

Z -h . 
(2 - 25) 

and J (z) is the forcing function, given by 

(2 - 26) 

z E [-h,h] 
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The eigenfunctions for Lqs (Butler and Wilton, 1980) are Chebyshev polynomials 

of the 2nd kind Un, orthogonal with respect to the weighting function VI - (z / h) 2 • 

Thus the natural expansion for V (z) is 

00 

~(z) = L anUn(z/h) (2 - 27) 
n=O 

where the an's are the unknown weighting coefficients to be determined. Substitut

ing this expansion for V(z) into the integral equation (2-24), we find 

00 

L anAnUn(z/h) = J(z) 
n=O 

where the An'S are the eigenvalues of (2-25) given by 

An = 7I"(n + 1) 
h 

(2 - 28) 

(2 - 29) 

To solve for the an's, we multiply both sides of (2-28) by Um(z/h), and take the 

inner product with respect to the weighting function VI - (z/h)2. The resulting 

an's are then substituted into (2-27) which is in turn substituted into (2-23) to 

obtain the total axial current on a narrow circular strip, viz., 

,---___ 00 

Iz(z) = -/1- (z/h)2 L In Un (z/h) (2 - 30) 
n=O 

where 

(2 - 31) 
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2.3 Method of Moments (MOM) Solution of Integral Equation 

In the previous section we found the solution for the EFIE (2-8) in the 

quasi-static limit assuming a narrow circular strip. A more general solution can be 

obtained by numerically solving the integral equation using the method of moments 

(MOM). Here we present a description of this numerical solution, in which the 

singular behavior of the kernel function has been extracted and treated analytically. 
-.• 

In this presentation we will not detail the generalities of the MOM procedure. For a 

complete description of this standard procedure the reader is referred to Harrington 

(1968). 

2.3.1 Kernel Singularity 

As mentioned earlier, the kernel function given in (2-10) is singular at Z = 

z'. In order to insure the accuracy and stability of the numerical solution this 

singular behavior needs to be handled accordingly. Examining the kernel function, 

we note that the singular portion of the integral can be extracted, allowing the 

kernel function to be written as a sum of two terms, one singular and the other 

non-singular , 

K(z - z') = Kns(z - z') + k*(z - z') (2 - 32) 

where Kns(z - z') is a non-singular, smoothly varing and continuous function given 

by 

, 1 111" (e- ikR 
- 1) Kns(z-z) = - d¢' 

211" -11" R 
(2 - 33) 
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with R defined in (2-11). The singular portion of the kernel is given by 

k* (z - z') = .2:...111" R1 d¢/. 
271" -11" 

(2 - 34) 

We have shown in (2-16) through (2-19) that this singular portion of the kernel 

function k* (z - z') is a complete elliptic integral of the 1st kind with argument 

m as given in (2-18). We have also demonstrated that this elliptic integral has a 

logarithmic singularity at Z = z' (see (2-21)). Thus, removing the singular part of 

(2-34), we can write this integral as a sum of a singular term and a non- singular 

term 

k*(z - z') = kns(z - z') + ks(z - z') (2 - 35) 

where kns(z - z') is a non-singular, smoothly varying, continuous function given as 

kns Z - z' = ~ lC(m) + -.!..In (Iz - z'l) 
( ) 71" V(z - z')2 + 4a2 71" a 8a 

(2 - 36) 

and the singular portion of the kernel function ks(z - z') is given by 

ks(z - z') = _.2:... In (Iz - z'l) . 
7I"a 8a 

(2 - 37) 

Finally, we can write the kernel function K(z - z') as a sum of two non-singular 

terms, (2-33) and (2-36), and a singular term (2-37), viz: 

K(z - z') = Kns(z - z') + kns(z - z') + ks(z - z'). (2 - 38) 

It is interesting to note that the singular behavior of the kernel function completely 

accounts for the quasi-static narrow strip response, as shown in the previous section. 

This observation supports the contention that the singular behavior of the integral 
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equation is a major contributor to the total response, and must be determined 

accurately. 

In general, the integral in (2-33) must be evaluated numerically. This nu

merical integration is complicated by the fact that the integrand is an oscillatory 

function of the integration variable 4>'. In cases where there are more than a few 

oscillations in the interval of integration, special techniques must be employed in the 

numerical integration algorithm to insure the accuracy of the integration. We have 

choosen to divide the interval of integration into subintervals, which are defined 

by the zero crossings of the oscillating integrand. The integrand is then integrated 

in these subintervals using standard numerical integration techniques. We chose a 

technique which uses a combination of Simpson's rule and Newton's 3/8th's rule. 

The total value for the integral is simply the sum of these subinterval integrations. 

2.3.2 Development of the MOM Matrix Equation 

Using linear operator notation, we write the integral equation (2-8) as 

_E~nC(a, z) = L{Iz(z)} z E [-h, h] (2 - 39) 

where 

L{.} = _ iTJ (82 
+ k2 ) rh 

{.}K(z - z')dz' 
47rk 8z2 J- h 

(2 - 40) 

and where Iz(z) is the unknown axial current distribution. The kernel function 

K(z - z') is given in (2-38). The normal method of moments procedure used to 

solve this integral equation is to expand the unknown current Iz by a finite set of 

basis functions and then numerically enforce (or test ) the equation using a set of 

testing functions. For this presentation we will reverse the order, performing the 
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testing first and then expanding the current. We do this so that the treatment of 

the harmonic differential operator in (2-40) will be readily apparent. 

We begin the testing procedure by muItipling both sides of the integral equa

tion (2-39) by piecewise-linear (triangle) functions of width 2~, and then integrate 

over the range of the operator L, namely, 

jh L{Iz(z)}Am(z)dz = _ jh E~nc(a, z)Am(z)dz 
-h -h 

where Am(z)'s are the piecewise-linear testing functions defined by 

Am(z) { 1-~ = l:!. ' 
0, 

Zm = -h+m~. 

if z E [Zm-b Zm+lji 
otherwise. 

(2 - 41) 

(2 - 42) 

(2 - 43) 

We have choosen piecewise-linear testing functions because they reduce the har-

monic differential operator in the integral equation to a central difference. To 

observe this we redefine the operator L in (2-40) as 

(2 - 44) 

where 

iTJ jh 
Az(z) = - 47rk -h Iz(z)K(z - z')dz'. (2 - 45) 

Substituting (2-44) into (2-41) we obtain 

L: (::, + k') Az(z)Am(z)dz = - f: E~n'(a,z)Am(z)dz (2 - 46) 
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Now we will define the first term on the right hand side of (2-46) as 

j h 82 
W = 8 2 Az(z),Am(z)dz 

-h Z 
(2 - 47) 

Integrating (2-47) by parts twice we obtain the following central difference expres-

sion: 

(2 - 48) 

If we assume that the current is a smooth function of z, and that it does not vary 

significantly over the support of the m'th testing function then the second term on 

the right hand side of (2-46) can be approximated as 

(2 - 49) 

Note that this assumption may not be valid very close to the edges of the strip 

(z = ±h). To avoid this difficultly we will have to enforce the known behavior of 

the current near the edges in the ensuing analysis. Substituting (2-48) and (2-49) 

into (2-46) we get 

-i: E~nc(a,z),Am(z)dz = ~ [Az(zm+d - (2 - (~k)2)Az(zm) + Az(Zm-l)] 

(2 - 50) 

where Az is given by (2-45). 

In order to solve (2-50) for the unknown current distribution we approximate 

the current by a finite combination (N terms) of pulse functions, namely, 

N 

Iz(z) ,-y L InITn(z) (2 - 51) 
n=l 
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where the IIn's are pulse functions of width ~, given by 

II (z) = {I, if Z E [7n - (~/2),zn + (~/2)1; (2 - 52) 
n 0, otherwIse. 

Zn = -h + n~ (2 - 53) 

and the In's are the unknown complex weighting coefficients. Substituting the 

expansion for the current distribution (2-51) into (2-50) we obtain the following 

matrix equation: 

(2 - 54) 

where In is the column vector of unknown weighting coefficients In (current vector), 

Zmn is the N x N impedance matrix whose element values are given by 

. iT! l zn+l:J./2 
Zmn = -k [K(Zm+l - z') - (2 - (~k)2)J((zm - z') + K(Zm-l - z')] dz' 

471" zn-l:J./2 

(2 - 55) 

and Vm is the forcing function column vector (voltage vector) with elements given 

by 

(2 - 56) 

Pulse expansion functions have been chosen because they allow for the an

alytic evaluation of the singular portion of the kernel function given in (2-37). As 

an aside, we note that piecewise-linear functions are not the only testing func

tions which reduce the harmonic differential operator in the integral equation into 

a computationally convenient form; other functions, such as piecewise-sinusoidal 

functions, could be used as well. 
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Note that combining piecewise-linear testing functions of width 2A and 

pulse expansion functions of width A leaves half-width pulses at each end of the 

strip. We demonstrate this in Fig. 2-2, which shows the positions of the pulse 

expansion functions and the piecewise-linear functions for N = 9. By assigning a 

weight of zero to these half-width pulses we are able to approximately enforce the 

edge condition discussed earlier. The accuracy of this approximate edge condition 

increases as the number of expansion pulses (N) increases. 

The matrix equation (2-54) can be solved numerically using a standard 

elimination technique. We used a L-U decomposition algorithm. Symbolically, the 

solution is given by 

- --l-
In = ZmnVm (2 - 57) 

This coefficient vector in is then substituted into (2-51) to obtain the total axial 

current distribution on the circular strip. 

2.4 Numerical Examples 

In this section we present some calculated results for the induced surface 

currents. These results are obtained from the numerical evaluation of the quasi

static and MOM solutions of the EFIE. We show excellent agreement between the 

two solutions in the quasi-static narrow st~ip limit and present examples which 

illustrate the variations of the surface currents that occur with changes in the height 

and radius of the strip, as well as the location of the dipole source. In addition, we 

give an example of the numerical convergence of the MOM solution. We remark 

that because of the non-selfadjoint property of the integrodifferential operator in (8), 
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zero hair pulse 

z =-h 
z=O 

Figure 2-2 Pulse expansion functions of width A, triangle testing functions of 
width 2A for N = 9. 

z=h 
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there are no known mathematical convergence criteria, except in the quasi-static 

limit (Dudley, 1986). 

The plots in Fig. 2-3 show the calculated surface currents for two different 

narrow circular strips, each having dimensions much smaller than a wavelength. 

Each plot has a curve representing the current calculated from the method of mo

ments solution of the EFIE (8) and a curve representing the current calculated from 

the quasi-static solution. The current is plotted as a function of the distance along 

the imaged strip, from -h to +h. The actual induced surface current for the cir

cular strip mounted on a ground plane is from 0 to +h ~>n these plots. Notice the 

excellent agreement between the MOM and quasi-static solutions. These solutions 

for the strip current agree within 0.8%, and as expected, the smaller the strip the 

more accurate the quasi-static solution~ Note that the currents on these small strips 

are purely real. 

The next three figures describe the effects of varying the height of the strip, 

the location of the dipole source, and the radius of the strip, respectively. Fig. 2-4 

shows the MOM calculations for the surface currents induced on a circular strip with 

a radius a of 1 wavelength and a variable height h, excited by a dipole at the surface 

of the ground plane (d = 0). Each plot shows the real and the imaginary parts of the 

induced currents. As the height of the strip increases, the spatial phase variation 

of the current also increases, resulting in oscillations in the current distribution for 

the larger strips. The effect of the dipole location d is shown in Fig. 2-5. In these 

plots the circular strip has a radius equal to 1 wavelength and a height equal to 1 

wavelength. (The height of the imaged strip (2h) is equal to 2 wavelengths). Note 

that as the distance between the dipole and the ground plane is increased, the peaks 
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Comparison of MOM and quasi -sta tic currents 
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Figure 2-3 Diagrams which show the excellent agreement between the method 
of moments (dashed lines) and quasi-static (solid lines) solutions, in the quasi-static 
narrow strip region. 
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Figure 2-4 Diagrams which show the effect of varying the height of the strip, 
with the strip radius and dipole location constant. Solid lines represent the real 
part of the current and the dashed lines represent the imaginary. 
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Figure 2-5 Diag:cams which show the effect of varying the location of the dipole, 
with the strip radius and height constant. Solid lines represent the real part of the 
current and the dashed lines represent the imaginary. 
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in the current shift towards the ends of the strip and the oscillations broaden. In 

addition, the magnitude of the oscillation for the real part of the surface current 

decreases. It is apparent from these results that the surface currents are influenced 

by the interference between the dipole and its image. We have ~ound that as the 

radius of the strip increases, these effects become less pronounced. Fig. 2-6 shows 

the effect of the radius of the circular strip on the induced current distribution. For 

these plots, the strip has a variable radius and a constant height of 1 wavelength. 

The dipole is located at the surface of the ground plane. We observe that as the 

radius decreases, the peaks in the current distribution shift outward towards the 

ends of the strip. In addition, the real part of the current near the surface of the 

ground plane (z = 0) increases and tends to flatten out, and there is a slight decrease 

in the peak to peak magnitude of the imaginary part as the radius decreases. 

These calculations, and all the remaining numerical calculations, were per

formed on a VAX 11/750 computer. We have found that the limiting factor in 

these computations is the evaluation of the kernel function (2-32); in particular, 

the integral in (2-33). As the radius of the strip increases the oscillations in the 

integrand of (2-33) increase, therefore more time is required by the numerical inte

gration algorithm. For large radii (> 10'\), extreme care is required to insure the 

accuracy to the solution. 

2.4.1 Numerical Convergence 

As we have mentioned, there is no known mathematical convergence criteria 

for our MOM solution due to the non-selfadjointness of the integrodifferential oper

ator in (2-8). In order to establish numerical convergence of the MOM solution, we 
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consider the convergence of a parameter that is rel.ated to the entire distribution, 

not localized to any particular section. We choose to observe the convergence of the 

integral of the squared magnitude of the current, performed over the entire support 

of the current. In effect, this integral is the normalized energy of the induced surface 

current. 

(2 - 58) 

Substituting the expansion for the current (2-51) into (2-58) and recognizing that 

the total imaged height of the strip (2h) is equal to N.6., we obtain the following 

expression for the normalized energy: 

(2 - 59) 

If we normalize with respect to the total imaged height and take the inverse of E, 

we obtain 

(2 - 60) 

We have used the inverse of the normalized energy for convenience of presentation. 

Fig. 2-7 shows r /(r)ma:z: for a representative case as a function of the number of 

pulses used to represent the current. Note that we have normalized r with respect 

to its maximum (r)ma:z:. As we expect, the MOM solution converges numerically. In 

fact, accurate answers for this case can be obtained for as few as 40 pulses. However, 

for all the cases shown, we chose to use 80 pulses to represent the current distribution 

in vrder to insure the accuracy and improve the clarity of the graphically displayed 

results. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SCATTERED FIELDS 

H~ving calculated the currents induced on the circular strip in Chapter 

2, we shall now determine the electromagnetic scattering from the circular strip. 

Initially, we will determine the scattered fields using the surface currents obtained by 

the method of moments analysis. Later in the chapter, we will use the geometrical 

theory of diffraction (GTD) to determine the early time transient scattering from 

the circular strip. Both time and frequency domain scattering will be considered in 

the following sections, and this analysis will be applied to the problem of fencing 

vertical broadcast antennas. 

3.1 Scattered Fields From MOM Currents 

In this section we will determine the fields scattered from the circular strip 

using the currents calculated by our method of moments formulation. We will 

present both time and frequency domain results for a few different circular strip 

configurations. In addition, we will relate our analysis to the problem of fencing 

broadcast antennas. We will determine the far field radiation patterns of fenced 

dipole antennas, and we will evaluate the radiation efficiency of the dipole in the 

presence of the circular fence by calculating the radiation resistance of the dipole. 

33 
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3.1.1 Steady State Analysis 

To obtain the scattered electromagnetic fields from the currents induced 

on the circular strip, we begin with the magnetic vector potential for these fields. 

Using (2-4) and (2-5) we find that 

.IP = ~ J8(r')_e_-dr,. 1 
-ikR 

411" v' R 
(3 - 1) 

where R is the distance between a point on the strip, defined by r', and the obser-

vation point, defined by T, viz: 

R = If - r'1 = V p2 + a2 - 2ap cos 0' + (z - z')2 (3 - 2) 

Recall from Chapter 2 that for our geometry and choice of source, only the z 

component of A8 is non-zero. Therefore, the scattered electromagnetic fields can be 

expressed as follows: 

(3 - 3) 

(3 - 4) 

and 

(3 - 5) 

Using these equations, and the expression for the total induced current (2-9), and 

the MOM expansion for the current (2-51), it is straightforward to show that the 
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scattered field components are expressed as 

1 N l zn
+

t1
/
2 /1I' e-

ikR 
[ik 1] H: ~ - LIn -R R + R2 (p - acosO')dO'dz' 

47r n=l zn-t1/2 -11' 27r 
(3 - 6) 

E S ~ 1 ~ In {Zn+t1/2j1l' e-
ikR 

{ [ik +~] (2p - a cos 0') 
z 47riw€ L- J zn-t1/2 -11' 27r R R R p 

n=l 

(3 - 7) 

- [_k2 3ik ~] (p - acosO')2 }dO'd ' + R + R2 R2 z 

and 

1 N lzn+t1/2j1l' e-ikR 
[ 2 3ik 3] 

E; - LIn -- -k +-+~ . 
47riw€ n=l Zn -t1/2 -11' 27r R R R-

(3 - 8) 

. (z - z') (~~ a cos 0') dO'dz' 

where the In's are the weighting coefficients for the current expansion (2-51), Zn is 

the center of gravity for the n'th expansion pulse (2-53), and A is the width of the 

pulse. Notice that these integrals are similar to the integrals that were evaluated for 

each element in the impedance matrix in the MOM calculation (2-55). Therefore, 

we will use the same numerical techniques to evaluate them. These techniques are 

described in Chapter 2. 

In order to obtain the total fields, the scattered fields (H;, E;, and E;) 

must to added to the incident fields (H~, E!, and E~). 

(3 - 9) 

(3 - 10) 
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and 

(3 - 11) 

The incident fields for an infinitesimal z-directed electric dipole, of moment I dl, 

located along the z axis, a distant d above the perfectly conducting ground plane, 

are obtained by using the source description in (2-12) and equations (3-3) through 

(3-5) , 

Hi Idl {e-ikK 
(ik 1) e-ikK

' (ik I)} 
q, = 47r P R' R' + R,2 + R" R" + R,,2 (3 - 12) 

and 

Ei _ Idl {e-ikR
' [_ k2 3ik ~l (z - d) 

p - 47riw€P R' R' + R,2 + R,3 R' (3 - 14) 

. e-ikR
" [k2 3ik 3] (z + d) } 

+ R" - R" + R,,2 + R,,3 R" 

where the distances R' and R" are given in (2-14) and (2-15), respectively. 

3.1.1.1 Fencing Small Vertical Antennas. One interesting problem which 

can be addressed by the previous analysis is the effect of surrounding a small vertical 

antenna with a circular metal fence. This problem is of interest because it has 

been shown that surrounding a small vertical antenna with series of closely spaced 

vertical wire elements (in effect, creating a circular fence) can enhance the pattern 
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of the antenna at large angles from the vertical and decrease the pattern at other, 

smaller, angles (Breakall, 1987). This type of pattern is desirable for many broadcast 

situations in which a large ground wave is required to reach distant ground based 

receivers. In this situation, it is also desirable to have a diminished sky wave. 

This effect is known as the obstacle gain in radio wave propagation investigations, 

and has been characterized in detail for the problem of an opaque vertical obstacle 

between the transmitter and receiver located on a curved earth (Wait, 1974j Wait 

1968a,bj Wait and Spies, 1968a,b). 

The problem that we have addressed, a dipole excited circular strip mounted 

on a perfectly conducting ground plane, is an excellent first order model of the fenced 

antenna. Using this model we will demonstrate the effects of fence height and radius 

on the radiation pattern, and will gain insight into the driving point characteristics 

of the vertical antenna. Other considerations, such as ground losses and antennas 

which are electrically large, are not considered here. 

Our first consideration in the design of the fence is to keep the height and 

radius as small as possible, in order to satisfy the obvious constraints that would 

result in construction. Since we are interested in enhancing the ground wave of the 

antenna, it is logical to assume that the height of the imaged strip should be near 

resonance (Le. multiples of ).,/2). We will plot the normalized far field Eo pattern 

(antenna pattern) of the fenced antenna in order to qualitatively demonstrate the 

effectiveness of the fence. Eo is determined by llsing (3-10) and (3-11), 

(3 - 15) 
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where fJ is defined as the angle from the vertical (or z axis). The normalized antenna 

pattern is defined as 

F(fJ) = I Eo(fJ) I 
Eo, max 

(3 - 16) 

In all the cases that we shall consider in this section, the dipole will be 

assumed to be mounted on the ground plane (Le. d = 0). In addition, for the 

antenna pattern plots, () will range from 0 to 1r /2. Since we have assumed no 

variation in the azimuthal direction, the full antenna pattern can be generated 

by rotating these plots about the z axis. For future comparision, the normalized 

antenna pattern for a vertical electric dipole located on the a perfectly conducting 

ground plane is shown in Fig. 3-1. 

To begin, we shall consider a fence with a radius equal to a quarter of a 

wavelength (a = 0.2SA, where A is the free space wavelength) and a height equal to 

a quarter of a wavelength (h = 0.2SA). The corresponding antenna pattern is shown 

in Fig. 3-2. It is readily apparent that this antenna pattern has a dominant ground 

wave and a diminished sky wave. In fact, of the many different fence configurations 

that have been considered (in this study), this quarter wavelength fence produces 

the most desirable antenna pattern. For example, an increase in the height of the 

strip has the effect of increasing the sky wave and decreasing the ground wave. 

In addition, the null observed in Fig. 3-2 moves closer to the ground. Fig. 3-3 

demonstrates this situation for a strip with a = 0.2SA and h = O.SOA. On the other 

hand, if the radius of the strip is increased, we observe a slight shift in the location 

of the null and a substantial increase in the sky wave. This increased sky wave is a 

direct result of the increase in the aperature area above the fence. Fig. 3-4 is an 
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example of this situation, where a = 0.5'\ and h = 0.25'\. Finally, if we increase 

both the radius and the height we observe a combination of the effects -described 

above, as shown in Fig. 3-5 for a = 0.5'\ and h = 0.5'\. 

One characteristic that is not apparent from the normalized antenna pat

terns that we have shown is the effect of these different circular strips on the ra

diation efficiency of the dipole antenna. The radiation efficiency is evaluated by 

determining the real part of the driving point impedance, the radiation resistance, 

of the dipole. To calculate the radiation resistance of the dipole antenna in the 

presence of the circular fence we use the method described by Wait (1985) . Thus, 

in accordance with the induced EMF method, we define the radiation resistance as 

Eo = lim Re { -E; dl } 
. z-h I 

p_O 

(3 - 17) 

where dl is the length of the dipole, I is the current on the dipole, and E; is the 

total electric field along the antenna (3-10). Since we are only interested in the 

relative change in the radiation resistance from the case where the strip is absent, 

we will define a normalized radiation resistance as, 

(3 - 18) 

where R/; is the radiation resistance of a dipole radiating above a perfectly conduct

ing ground plane, in the absence of the circular strip. R~ is obtained by substituting 

(3-13) into (3-17). Performing the simple limiting operations and assuming that the 

dipole is located on the surface of the ground plane (i.e. d = 0), we find that 

(3 - 19) 
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By substituting (3-17) into (3-18) the expression for the normalized radia-

tion resistance is written as, 

~Ro 1. { - E8 dl } 
RN = 1 + -.- = 1 + -. hm Re j 

~, R' %-1, 
"'''0 0 p-o 

(3 - 20) 

where E; is the scattered z component of the electric field (3-7). The limiting 

operations in (3-20) are performed in a straight forward fashion and the remaining 

integral is calculated by using the same numerical techniques discussed earlier. As 

we did for (3-19) we assume that the dipole is on the surface of the ground plane. 

Table (3-1) shows the normalized radiation resistances corresponding to the 

examples of Figures 3-2 - 3-5. It is apparent from this table that the fence which 

produces the most desirable antenna pattern (i.e. a = 0.25'\ and h = 0.25,\) dra

matically decreases the radiation efficiency of the dipole. Whereas the fence with 

dimensions a = 0.50'\ and h = 0.25'\, boosts the efficiency of the dipole. This table 

also suggests that the radiation efficiency of the dipole antenna is a function of fre

quency. To better demonstrate these frequency effects we have plotted, in Fig. 3-6, 

the normalized radiation resistance RN (3-18) for a strip that has an aspect ratio 

(height to radius ratio) equal to one. It is apparent from this diagram that, for an 

aspect ratio of one, the radiation resistance of the dipole is generally lower than its 

corresponding value without the strip. However, at frequencies where hl'\ ~ 0.42 

and hl'\ ~ 0.90 there are large peaks in the value of RN. As we will discuss in de-

tail in Chapter 4, these peaks correspond to resonances of the circular strip. These 

resonances are related to resonant modes of a circularly cylindrical cavity. At the 

resonant frequencies the radiation efficiency of the dipole is dramatically increased. 
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Table 3-1 The normalized radiation resistances which correspo_nd to the 
examples in Figures 3-2 thru 3-5. 

ai>' hi).. RN 

0.25 0.25 0.0289 

0.25 0.50 0.0022 

0.50 0.25 2.8369 

0.50 0.50 0.5750 
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Figure 3-6 Normalized radiation resistance, as a function of frequency, for an 
axial dipole antenna surrounded by a circular strip with a height to radius ratio 
equal to one. 
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For the frequencies below the ,first resonance, the low radiation resistances corre

spond to fields which are below the cutoff point of the equivalent cylindrical cavity. 

In these cases the dipole is trying to drive a cavity that is well below cut off. The 

radiation resistance of the dipole has a similar behavior for strips with aspect ratios 

other than one; the major difference being that the locations of the peaks change 

with changes in the aspect ratio. In Chapter 4 we will characterize the changes in 

the resonance locations due to changing aspect ratios. 

From this analysis, we conclude that appropriately designed fencing for 

small vertical antennas can enhance the ground wave, while decreasing the sky 
• 

wave. Unfortunately, these fences reduce the radiation efficiency of the radiating 

antenna. However, if the sky wave characteristics of the antenna pattern are not 

of the utmost concern, a resonant fence can be designed to increase the radiation 

efficiency of the antenna. 

3.1.2 Transient AnalY3is 

Most of the field measurements made on transient ranges are of the vertical 

component of the electric field, on the surface of the ground plane. It is relatively 

easy to measure this normal component of the electric field since measurement 

probes can be conveniently positioned through the ground plane. Therefore, in our 

transient analysis we have calculated the z component of the electric field and have 

restricted location of the observer to points on the surface of the ground plane. 

The first step in determining time domain transient data for the z compo

nent of the electric field is to calculate its frequency spectrum using (3-10). This 

field spectrum is multiplied by the frequency spectrum of the desired transient pulse, 
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and the product is then transformed into the time domain using an inverse Fourier 

transform. In the following sections we will detail this procedure. 

3.1.2.1 Field Spectrum. To calculate the frequency spectrum for the E; 
field, we substitute equations (3-7) and (3-13) into (3-10). For each spectrum we 

must choose the physical size of the strip, the location of the observation point, 

the location of the dipole source, and the range of frequencies to be calculated. 

Since we use an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) algorithm to perform the 

transformation to the time domain, the number of frequency intervals is constrained 

to be a power of two. This IFFT operation, and most of our other signal processing, 

is performed with the aide of the algorithm package SIG (Lager and Azevedo, 1985), 

which is a general purpose signal processing, analysis, and display program. 

The first spectrum that we shall consider is for a strip 2 meters in radius 

and 0.2 meters in height (a = 2m and h = 0.2 m). The observation point is along 

the ground plane, 1.5 meters from the axis of the strip (Fig. 3-7). The frequency 

range for this spectrum is from 0 Hz to 4 GHz. We have chosen to use 256 frequency 

intervals. The magnitude of the resulting E; field spectrum is shown in Fig. 3-8. 

The large periodic spikes in this spectrum are due to the interaction between the 

incident and scattered fields. They can be removed by subtracting the incident field 

E! from the spectrum. Fig. 3-9 shows the magnitude of the field spectrum with 

E~ removed. This is simply the spectrum of E; (3-7). All the remaining spikes 

and oscillations are inherent to this particular scatterer. Notice that the spectrum 

is still quite large at 4 GHz. In order to get an accurate time domain response we 

must choose a pulse spectrum that rolls off and becomes negligible before 4 GHz. 
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Figure 3-7 Cross-sectional view of the circular strip geometry to be used in 
the high frequency, early time examples (short strip). 
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Figure 3-9 Magnitude of the scattered Ez field spectrum to be used in the high 
frequency, early time examples. 
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The second spectrum that we shall consider is for a strip 2 meters in radius 

and 2 meters in height (a = 2m and h = 2 m). The observation point is -along the 

ground plane, 1.5 meters from the axis of the strip (Fig. 3-10). We have chosen 

to use 256 frequency intervals, for a frequency range from 0 Hz to 2 MHz. The 

magnitude of the resulting E; field spectrum is shown in Fig. 3-11. Note that this 

spectrum does not have as many peaks and oscillations as that in Fig. 3-9. There 

are only two or three dominant features in this frequency response. As we will 

discuss in detail in Chapter 4, these peaks correspond to lossy TMopo cylindrical 

cavity modes. As before, in order to get an accurate time domain response, we 

must choose a pulse spectrum that rolls off before 2 MHz. 

3.1.2.2 Transient Pulse. We are interested in finding a transient pulse 

which resembles the pulses measured on transient ranges. We model our pulse 

after the one observed on the transient range at the Lawerence Livermore National 

Laboratory (LLNL). In particular, we want to model the pulse observed in the free 

field, away from the source. This pulse resembles a filtered double exponential. The 

expression for a double exponential pulse is given as, 

(3 - 21) 

where u(t) is the unit step function and Ao is a normalization factor which sets the 

maximum of f(t) to unity. This normalization factor is found by recognizing that 

there is only one local maximum for f(t), occurring at t = to. Therefore, it is easy 

to show that 

1 
Ao - e-ato _ e-Pto (3 - 22) 
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observation point 1 
h = 2m 

4--p = 1.5171. 

~~-- a = 2171.---~ 

Figure 3-10 Cross-sectional view of the circular strip geometry to be used in 
the lower frequency examples (tall strip). 
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Figure 3-11 Magnitude of the total Ez field spectrum to be used in the lower 
frequency examples. 
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(3 - 23) 

The spectrum for this pulse is obtained by taking the Fourier transform of (3-21), 

which yields, 

( 1 1) F w =Ao . - . ( ) a + zw {3 + zw 
(3 - 24) 

For the strip shown in Fig. 3-7, which has a radius of 2 m and a height of 

0.2 m, we are interested in observing the interactions between the incident field and 

strip in early time. For this case, we are not interested in the multiple interactions 

within the circular strip. Therefore, we choose a high frequency pulse in order that 

these early time events can be observed. Fig. 3-12 shows the pulse that we will 

use. This is a double exponential pulse, defined by (3-21), with a = 0.2 X 1010 

and {3 = 0.3 X 1010, that has been filtered with a 10th order low pass Butterworth 

filter with a cutoff frequency of 2 GHz, and a 1st order high pass Butterworth filter 

with a cutoff frequency of 1.2 GHz. This pulse closely resembles the high frequency 

LLNL transient range free field pulse. 

For our second strip model, Fig. 3-10, we are interested in observing the 

multiple interactions within the circular strip, therefore, a strip with a larger height

to-radius ratio (aspect ratio) is desired. We choose a strip with an aspect ratio equal 

to one (a = h = 2m). To observe these multiple interactions we need a relatively 

low frequency pulse, which will allow us to make observations over a longer period 

of time. Fig. 3-13 shows the filtered double exponential pulse that we will use. For 

this pulse a = 0.3 x 109 and {3 = 0.4 X 109 • It has been filtered with a 10th order 
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low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 100 MHz, and a 1st order 

high pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 60 MHz. 

In addition to using this filtering scheme we will also use a bandpass filter 

created by cascading a 10th order low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency 

of 150 MHz with a 10th order high pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency 

of 110 MHz. The resulting pulse is shown in Fig. 3-14. This is similar to a chirped 

CW pulse. We will use this pulse to observe specific features in the 110 MHz to 150 

MHz frequency range. 

3.1.2.3· Transient Scattering. In this section we will present the transient 

scattering results for the two circular strip models shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-10. 

For the short strip (Fig. 3-7) we are interested in observing the early time transient 

scattering. For the tall strip (Fig. 3-10) we are interested in the transient scattering 

for later time, allowing the effects of the multiple interactions within the circular 

strip to develop. In addition, we will also isolate particular features in the scattered 

field of the tall strip using a bandpass pulse. 

The first transient scattering model that we will discuss is that of the short 

circular strip depicted in Fig. 3-7. As mentioned earlier, this strip has a radius of 

2m and a height of 0.2m. The field spectrum for this strip is shown in Fig. 3-8 

and the desired pulse spectrum is shown in Fig. 3-12. To obtain the time domain 

transient data we multiply the field spectrum and the pulse spectrum together and 

take an inverse Fourier transform of product. The resulting transient response e; (t) 
is shown in Fig. 3-15. Note that the delay which is associated with the time it 

takes for the incident field to travel from the dipole source to the observation point 

has been removed. This time delay, T, is equal to the distance between the source 
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and the observation point (p = 1.5m) divided by the velocity of propagation of the 

electromagnetic field (c ::: 3 x 108). In the frequency domain this is equivalent to 

a phase shift of -wT. To remove this phase shift we multiply the Ez spectrum by 

exp( iwT) before taking the inverse Fourier transform. 

The first pulse observed in Fig. 3-15 is the incident field e~(t) and the 

second pulse is the scattered field, e!(t). The predominant feature in the scattered 

field is the specular reflection; however, other contributions are observable after 

the first oscillation. We will examine these contributions in the next section. As 

expected, the specular reflection arrives ,..,.3.333 ns after the leading edge of the 

incident pulse. Fig. 3-16 shows only the transient scattered field e!(t). It is 

obtained by subtracting the incident field e~(t) from the total transient field er(t). 

The incident field is calculated by repeating the same process that we followed for 

the total field, except (3-13) is used to generate the field spectrum. This incident 

field is shown in Fig. 3-17. 

The second transient scattering stru~ture' we shall investigate is the tall 

circular strip detailed in Fig. 3-10. This strip has a radius of 2m and a height of 2m. 

The EI field spectrum for this strip is shown in Fig. 3-11. Initially, we will consider 

the pulse spectrum shown in Fig. 3-13. Multipling the field and pulse spectrums 

together, removing the time delay, and taking the inverse Fourier transform of the 

resultant, we get the transient result (er(t)) shown in Fig. 3-18. For comparison, 

the individual components of the total transient field, e~(t) and e!(t), are shown 

in Figures 3-19 and 3-20, respectively. Notice that there is a tremendous amount 

of ringing which lasts long after the incident pulse has dissipated. As mentioned 

earlier, these field contributions closely resemble the modes of a circularly cylindrical 
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cavity. In fact, the frequency of the oscillations in the scattered field (----63.8~ MHz) 

corresponds to the resonant frequency of the lossy TMolO cavity mode of the circular 

strip, whiCh is the lowest lossy cavity mode for this structure. This resonance is the 

first peak that we observe in the E,! field spectrum (Fig. 3-11). (We will detail the 

resonant structure of the circular strip in Chapter 4.) Therefore, it is not surprising 

that this strong resonance dominates the transient scattering. 

To eliminate the effect of this resonance we shall use a different transient 

pulse. As discussed earlier, the pulse we choose is a bandpass pulse, the spectrum 

of which is shown in Fig. 3-14. Note that the passband for this pulse is above 

the resonance at ---- 64MHz. With this pulse spectrum we get the transient data 

(eI(t)) shown in Fig. 3-21. As before, we have separated the incident and scat

tered transient fields, e~(t) and e!(t), and displayed them in Figures 3-22 and 3-23, 

respectively. As in the previous case, there is a tremendous amount of ringing; 

however, the frequency of these oscillations is much higher (---- 135MHz). Indeed, as 

we would expect, this frequency corresponds to the next lossy cavity mode, TMo2o , 

for the circular strip structure (see Chapter 4). This resonance is the largest peak 

observed in the E,! spectrum in Fig. 3-11. Since this resonance is stronger, the ring

ing is more pronounced and the duration is relatively longer (i.e. has more cycles) 

than the previous case (Figures 3-18 and 3-20). These results will be important in 

our transient identification analysis in Chapter 5. 

These examples demonstrate the importance of the input selection (i.e. the 

choice of the source and the pulse waveform) in the display of the natural reso

nances. The input can be used as a filter, to selectively excite desired resonances 
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and suppress others. In this way the character of the scattered fields can be dramat

ically altered, as demonstrated in the previous examples. In the ensueing analysis 

we will shall carefully select the input to aide the identification process. 

3.2 GTD Analysis for Early Time 

As we alluded to earlier, the method of moments calculations are not very 

efficient for large radius strips or for strips that are more than a few wavelengths 

in height. For the large radius strips, the inefficiency is due to the difficulty in 

evaluating the kernel function (2-32). For these cases the integrand of the kernel 

function becomes extremely oscillatory, putting extra demands upon the integra

tion algorithm. The difficulty associated with tall strips is that a larger number of 

expansion (pulse) functions are needed to accurately represent the induced current. 

This results in a larger number of elements in the impedance matrix (2-54). Hence, 

it takes longer to fill the matrix and to solve for the coefficients of the current expan

sion. To help predict the transient scattering from these large strips, particularly in 

the early time, we shall use the geometrical theory of diffraction, or GTD (Keller, 

1962; Kouyoumjian and Pathak, 1974). As we shall show, GTD is a useful tool in 

predicting the early time transient responses for large strips. However, it becomes 

too complicated and cumbersome to apply to the general interior scattering of the 

circular strip. We will not attempt to present an overview of the GTD in this work; 

instead we encourage the reader to consult the references listed above, along with 

Kouyoumjian (1975). 
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3.2.1 General Considerations 

The geometrical theory of diffraction provides a convenient method to study 

transient scattering in the early time (high frequency) regime. It is very useful in the 

analysis and interpretation of the early time transient response since it accurately 

models the fields under these conditions. In addition, it allows for the decomposition 

of the signal into individual scattering events. A scattering event is defined as the 

process of converting an incoming ray into an outgoing ray. Unfortunately, GTD 

can become difficult and inefficient to implement for scattering problems in which 

multiple/coupled scattering events take place. This is the situation that we have 

in the circular strip. There exists an infinite number of interior reflection and 

diffraction events for this problem, many of which couple to each other. Since the 

medium is lossless, most of these fields are slow to die out and must therefore be 

included in the analysis. This implies that a general solution for the high frequency 

scattering from the circular strip is not practical using GTD. However, we can use 

GTD to predict the transient response that occurs before the multiple scattering 

events become too cc;>mplicated. In effect, we are using GTD to analyze the transient 

response within a specified window in time. 

3.2.2 Example of Early Time GTD Analysis 

For early time GTD analysis we will consider the transient scattering prob

lem presented earlier in Fig. 3-7. This strip has a radius of 2m and a height of 

0.2m. The dipole is located on the ground plane (d = 0) and the observation point 

is positioned on the ground plane, 1.5m away from the axis of the strip. Recall 

that the MOM solution for this problem, using the pulse spectrum in Fig. 3-12, is 
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shown in Fig. 3-15. The same general procedure that we used to obtain the MOM 

solution will be followed, except we will use our GTD analysis to obtain tlie Ez field 

spectrum. 

To begin the GTD calculation of the frequency spectrum for the Ez field, 

we recall that GTD is based on the high frequency asympotic solution of the scalar 

Helmholtz equation. For our geometry and choice of source, this Helmholtz equation 

is in terms of H<jJ. The total magnetic field H<jJ may be represented as 

(3 - 25) 

where H~ is the magnetic field of the source in the absence of the circular strip, H~ is 

the magnetic field reflected from the strip, and H$ is the edge diffracted magnetic 

field. The functions ui and u' are unit step functions which define the regions 

illuminated by the incident and reflected fields, respectively. In the appropriate 

illuminated regions these unit step functions are equal to one and in the shadow 

regions they are equal to zero. The field reflected at the point QR on the strip, 

observed at a distance s from this point, can be written as (Kouyoumjian and 

Pathak, 1974), 

P'lP'2 -:----7-:-=--~ e -iks 
(PI + s) (P2 + 8) 

(3 - 26) 

where PI and P2 are the principle radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront at 

the point of reflection Q R. These radii are a function of the incident wavefront 

curvature, angle of incidence of the incident wavefront, and the curvature of the 

surface at QR. Explicit equations for PI and P2' for a general surface, are given by 
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Kouyoumjian and Pathak (1974) . Ht/>(QR) is the field incident at QR and R is the 

reflection coefficient. For our problem R is equal to one. The edge diffracted field 

H$ is given by (Kouyoumjian and Pathak, 1974), 

(3 - 27) 

where Ht/>(QE) is the field incident at QE and Dh is the ordinary scalar diffraction 

coefficient for hard boundary conditions. This is the appropriate diffraction coef

ficient for our problem. The arguements (J' and (J are the angles from the inside 

surface of the strip to the incident ray and the diffracted ray, respectively. The 

distance parameter L is given by 

(3 - 28) 

in which p! is the radius of curvature of the incident wavefront at QE in the plane 

containing the incident ray and the unit tangent vector to the edge at QE. The 

distance p is the distance between the edge caustic and the second caustic of the 

diffracted ray. It is obtained from the following expression: 

1 1 ne . (s' - s) 
p = p~ - lal (3 - 29) 

where ne is the unit normal vector to the edge directed away from the center of 

curvature, a is the radius of curvature of the edge at QE, and s' and s are the 

unit normal vectors along the incident and diffracted ray paths, respectively. The 
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appropriate scalar diffraction coefficient Dh for our problem is (Kouyoumjian and 

Pathak, 1974), 

D (0 0'. kL) = -e-ii- {F[2kLCOS2(,8- /2)] + F[2kLcos
2

(,8+ /2)]} 
h , , 2V27rk cos(,8-/2) cos(,8+ /2) 

(3 - 30) 

where 

,8± = 0 ± 0' (3 - 31) 

The first term in (3-30) is associated with the incident field shadow boundary and 

the second term is associated with the reflection shadow boundary. The transition 

functions, F[X], compensate for the field discontinuities in the transition regions 

between the illuminated and shadow zones, viz: 

(3 - 32) 

Away from the transition regions, 2kLcos2(,8/2) > 10, the transition functions are 

approximately equal to one. Thus, for observations points outside the transition 

regions the scalar diffraction coefficient (3-30) is expressed as, 

, -e-ii-{II} 
Dh 0,0 jkL = + ( ) 2.../2ik cos(,8- /2) cos(,8+ /2) 

(3 - 33) 

which is the scalar diffraction coefficient obtained by Keller (1962). 

As we mentioned, we are interested in using GTD to calcuiate the transient 

scattered fields within a window in time such that multiple traversals of the interior 

of the strip are not observed. In other words, we are interested in determining the 

scattered fields which have encountered the strip only once. These fields include the 
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specular reflection from the inside surface of the strip, the singly diffracted wave

front, and wavefronts which are diffracted along the surface of the strip; reflected 

by the ground plane and diffracted by the edge. Multiple interactions between the 

edge and the ground plane are allowed. For our frequency spectrum analysis this 

approach is equivalent to considering a locally curved strip mounted on a perfectly 

conducting ground plane. 

The high frequency scattering from a locally curved strip mounted on a 

perfectly conducting ground plane is similar to the scattering from a flat strip. 

The GTD scattering from a. flat strip has been considered in detail by Shirai and 

Felsen (1986b,c, d) and by Heyman and Felsen (1985). In the l~tter, Heyman and 

Felsen demonstrated how a signal flow graph representation of the GTD scattering 

process is useful in analyzing the total scattered field. In the signal flow graph, an 

individual node corresponds to the value of the field u(rp, rq) at the scattering center 

located at rp. This field is due to rays from the scattering center rq, which have 

been excited by rays from the scattering center at rz. Scattering centers are defined 

simply as the locations where scattering events occur. The branches in the signal 

flow graph represent specific ray paths between the scattering centers. Each branch 

is weighted by a scattering function, S(rp, rq; rz), which describes the conversion of 

an incoming ray from rq to an outgoing ray (scattering event), plus the propagation 

of the outgoing ray to the next scattering center at rp. The total scattered field 

at the observation point (u(r)) is obtained by solving the signal flow graph using 

Mason's non-touching loop formula (Mason and Zimmerman, 1960; Heyman and 

Felsen, 1985). This formula is given as 

u(r) = ~L un~n (3 - 34) 
n 
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where the graph determinant A is given by 

(3 - 35) 
i i i 

Here Un is the path gain of the nth direct path (without loops) from the source 

to the observation node, and Lin the graph determinant of the nth non-touching 

subgraph which has no common node with the nth direct path. Also, Pi,l is the 

loop gain of the ith loop, Pi,2 is the product of the loop gains of the ith pair of 

non-touching loops, and Pi'; is the product of the loop gains of the ~-th non-touching 

loops taken j at a time. 

The locally curved strip that we shall use for the calculation of the Ez field 

spectrum has a local radius of curvature equal to the radius of the circular strip 

(a = 2m), and a height equal to the height of the circular strip (h = a.2m). The 

observation point is located on the ground plane, a.5m from the strip, and the 

dipole source is located on the ground plane, 2m from the strip. This geometry is 

depicted in Fig. 3-24. The signal flow graph for this strip is shown in Fig. 3-25. To 

distinguish branches which are associated with multiple interactions between the 

edge and the ground plane from those which are not, the former are represented by 

solid lines and the latter by dashed or dotted lines in Fig. 3-25. For clarity, the 

observation node (observation' point at r) has been suppressed, and the branches to 

the observer are shown as dotted lines. When possible, we have used the notation 

of Heyman and Felsen (1985). In Fig. 3-25 the locations of the observation point, 

source, and scattering centers are defined as follows: r is the location of the observer, 

r' is the location of the source, Q R is the location of the inside surface of the strip 

representing the specular reflection scattering cente~, Q E is the edge of the strip, 
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/ 
observation point 

a = 21n 

LPd-

Figure 3-24 Detail of the curved strip geometry used for the early time GTD 
scattering example. 
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S(r,r') 

Figure 3-25 GTD signal flow graph for the curved strip shown in Fig. 3-24. 
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Gi is the scattering center along the ground plane on the source side (or inside) of 
-

the strip, and Go is the scattering center along the ground plane on the outside of 

the strip. In this diagram we account for the direct ray between the source and the 

observer, the specular reflection from the inside surface of the curved strip, and the 

diffraction by the edge of the strip. We also account for the multiple interactions, 

between the edge of the strip and the ground plane. 

Before we use Mason's non-touching loop formula (3-34) to solve for the 

scattered field (u(r) = H tP ), we recognize that there are symmetries in the scattering 

process. To take advantage of these symmetries, thus simplifing the implementation 

of Mason's rule, we shall explicitly determine the source term and the scattering 

functions shown in the signal flow graph. 

The direct ray between the source and the observation point is obtained from 

(3-12) by assuming that the observation point and the dipole are on the surface of 

the ground plane and that for the frequencies of interest, only the far field terms 

contribute. Therefore, the direct ray is given by 

Pd. 
(3 - 36) 

where 

Idl ( 'k) Uo = - 2z 
411' 

(3 - 37) 

and Pd. is the distance between the source and observer, as shown in Fig. 3-24. The 

specular reflection from the inside surface of the strip is given by 

(3 - 38) 
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where the scattering function S(r, QRi r') is determined from (3-26). For this cal

culation we note that the principle radii of curvature for the reflected wavefront at 

Q R are p~ = -a and p~ = a. 

S (Q ') _r:===a::=:======:=e-iks,. r, Ri r -
v'(a - sr)(a + Sr) 

(3 - 39) 

where Sr is the distance between the strip and the observer. The ray which is singly 

diffracted by the edge of the strip is given by 

(3 - 40) 

where rl is the distance between the source and the edge of the strip and (h is the 

angle from vertical to the ray incident on the edge (Fig. 3-24). Using (3-27), we 

find that S(r, QEi r') is 

(3 - 41) 

The angles <PI and <P2, and the distance r2 are shown in Fig. 3-24. The scalar 

diffraction coefficient Dh is defined by (3-30). It is straightforward to show that the 

caustic distance p, defined in (3-29), is 

p 
-a 

sin <p2 

and that the distance parameter Ll (3-28) is given by 

(3 - 42) 

(3 - 43) 
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In addition to the ordinary diffraction event described by Dh, there are also higher 

order, non-zero diffraction events, the most important of which is slope diffraction 

(Kouyoumjian, 1975; Mentzer, Peters, and Rudduck, 1975). We have found that 

the contribution of the slope diffraction is negligible for small height to radius ratios 

(i.e. large 01). Therefore, we will not include it in our analysis. 

The scattering functions S(Go,QE;r') and S(Gi,QEjr'), which represent 

singly diffracted rays that are directed along the outside and inside surfaces of the 

strip, are determined from (3-27) in the same manner as (3-41). From (3-29) we 

find that the caustic distance p for these two cases (¢2 = 0, 211") is infinite. This 

is expected since there is no caustic along this ray path. In this situation, the 

spreading factor (square root term in (3-27)) reduces to that for a straight edge. 

Thus, we ~nd that 

(3 - 44) 

and 

(3 - 45) 

where h is the height of the strip. The distance parameter L2 is given by 

(3 - 46) 

But we note from (3-30) and (3-31) that 

Dh(O, ¢'; kL) = -Dh(211", ¢'j kL) (3 - 47) 

and 

Dh(O, OJ kL) = Dh(211", 211"; kL) (3 - 48) 
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Therefore, we can rewrite (3-44) in terms of S(Gi' QEi r') (3-45), 

(3 - 49) 

The four scattering functions S(Go, QEi Go), S(Go, QEi Gi), S(Gi' QEi Gi), and 

S(Gi' QEi Go), listed below, are determined in the same manner. These scattering 

functions represent rays which are directed down along the inside/outside surface 

of the strip. Theses rays are excited by the diffraction of wavefronts which are 

incident from inside/outside surface of the strip. A factor of 1/2 has been included 

to account for the fact that the ray incident on the edge is at grazing incidence 

(Kouyoumjian and Pathak, 1974). We have 

and 

S(Go,QEiGo) = ~Dh(27r,27rikL3).Jfe-ikh 

= S(Gi, QEi Gi) 

S(Gi, QEi Go) = ~Dh(O, 27ri kL3).Jfe-ikh 

= -S(Gi' QEi Gi) 

S(Go,QEi Gi) = ~Dh(27r,OikL3).Jfe-ikh 

= -S(Gi' QEi Gi) 

where the distance parameter L3 is obtained from (3-28), 

L3 = 2h 
3 

(3 - 50) 

(3 - 51) 

(3 - 52) 

(3 - 53) 

(3 - 54) 
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When these downward propagating rays encounter the ground plane they are re

flected back along the surface of the strip. The scattering functions which- represent 

this reflection are S(QE, Gii QE) and S(QE, Goi QE) (Fig. 3-25). Using (3-26) 

and recognizing that the principle radii of curvature for the reflected wavefront are 

pi = 00 and P2 = h, we obtain 

(3 - 55) 

and 

(3 - 56) 

Finally, the scattering functions S(r, QEi Gi) and S(r, QEi Go) are given by 

P e-ikr2 

r2(r2 + p) 
(3 - 57) 

and 

(3 - 58) 

where p is given by (3-42) and L4 is, 

(3 - 59) 

To begin the solution of the system flow graph we notice that there are 

seven direct paths, without loops, from the source to the observer (Fig. 3-25). 

This implies that there are seven terms in (3-34), 

(3 - 60) 
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The graph determinant D. is obtained using (3-35). The graph in Fig. 3-25 has two 

two-branch loops and one four-branch loop. However, due to the symmetries in the 

system flow graph, the graph determinant reduces to the following expression: 

(3 - 61) 

where S(Gi' QEi Gi) and S(QE, Gii QE) are defined by (3-50) and (3-55), respec

tively. Thus, we can rewrite (3-61) as 

(3 - 62) 

where L3 is defined in (3-54). Note that only the scattering functions which rep

resent multiple interactions (solid lines in Fig. 3-25) will contribute to the graph 

determinant. 

The first term in (3-60) is the direct ray contribution between the source 

and the observation point. We have already found U1 in (3-36). Since this path 

does not contain any of the multiple interaction branches (solid lines in Fig. 3-25) 

..6.1 is simply equal to D.. Therefore, 

(3 - 63) 

Similarly, the paths for the specular reflection and the singly diffracted rays do not 

contain any multiple interaction branches, thus ..6.2 = ..6.3 = D. and 

U2.6.2 
(3 - 64) -- = U2 

D. 

and 

u3.6.3 
(3 - 65) 

D. 
= U3 
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where U2 and U3 are defined by (3-38) and (3-40). The fourth and fifth direct paths 

that we shall consider are the ray paths that correspond to edge diffracted rays that 

travel along the inside and outside surfaces of the strip, respectively. These rays 

are reflected back along the same surface by the ground plane and are once again 

diffracted by the edge. These doubly diffracted rays are observed at the observation 

point. Using the property in (3-47), we find that these direct paths are equal. In 

addition, due to the symmetry of the flow graph, the subgraphs 3.4 and LS. s are also 

equal; viz: 

3.4 = LS.s = 1 - S(QE, Goj QE) . S(Gi' QEj Gi) 

Substituting (3-50) and (3-55) into this equation, we find 

_ _ 1 e-2ikh 

A4 = As = 1 - - Dh (0, OJ kL3 ) -./2fi 
2 2.h 

Therefore, the fourth and fifth terms in (3-60) are 
u4 LS.4 usLS.s -- ---A A 

(3 - 66) 

(3 - 67) 

(3 - 68) 

where S(Gi' QEj r'), S(QE, Gii QE), and S(r, QEi Gi) are defined by (3-45), (3-55), 

and (3-57). The sixth and seventh direct paths are similar to the last two, except 

each includes an additional edge diffraction and an additional reflection from the 

ground plane. As were the fourth and fifth direct paths, the sixth and seventh direct 

paths are equal. In addition, the subgraphs LS.6 and LS. 7 are equal to one. Therefore, 
u6 LS.6 u7 LS.7 
~ =~ (3-69) 
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where S(Oi, QEi Gi) is defined by (3-50). The total H¢J field is obtained bysubsti

tuting the expressions (3-63), (3-64), (3-65), (3-68), and (3-69) into (3-60). 

The GTD electric field E is related to the magnetic field H by (Kouyoumjian 

and Pathak, 1974), 

(3 - 70) 

where s is a unit vector in the direction of the ray path, and Zc = VilJ€ is the 

characteristic impedance of the medium. This equation can be rearranged to give, 

(3 - 71) 

In our case, jj = ~H¢J. Separating the individual components of E we get, 

(3 - 72) 

and 

(3 - 73) 

where sp and s¢J are the p and tP components of the s. Therefore, using (3-60) and 

(3-72) we find the total E z , 

Ez. - ~ [Ul3.1 - u23.2 - sintP2 (U33.3 + u43.4 + us3.s + u63.6 + u73.7)] 

(3 - 74) 

where the individual terms in this equation are found in (3-63), (3-64), (3-65), (3-

68), and (3-69). Note that the minus sign in front of the second term and the 

- sin tP2 multipling terms three through seven are due to sp in (3-72). 

To obtain the early time GTD transient scattering from a circular strip, we 

use (3-74) to calculate the frequency spectrum for the Ez field. This field spectrum 
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is then multiplied by the pulse spectrum shown in Fig. 3-14 and an inverse Fourier 

transform is performed. In addition to considering the total scattering, we can 

consider the contributions from individual scattering events by isolating terms in 

(3-74). The procedure just described is used to obtain the transient scattering for 

these individual terms. By studying these individual contributions we will be able 

to gain insight into the transient scattering process. 

Fig. 3-26 shows the transient response for the direct ray path and the 

specular reflection. Note that the specular reflection closely resembles the incident 

or direct path response; the major difference is that the reflected response is the 

negative of the incident, as it must be since the strip (reflecting object) is a perfect 

conductor. The reflected response is also slightly smaller than the incident field 

due to the spreading loss. Recall that the finite size of the reflecting object is not 

accounted for in the GTD specular reflection. For comparison we have also plotted 

the total transient response obtained with our MOM formulation (also shown in 

Fig. 3-15). As expected, the direct path responses agree well and the specular 

reflection compares well with the leading edge of the scattered signal. To fit the 

rest of the response the other scattering events must be included. The transient 

response for the singly diffracted ray is shown in Fig. 3-27. Note that it occurs 

approximately 3.5ns after the incident field is first observered. This is equal to 

the estimated time, calculated by dividing the total ray path by the velocity of 

propagation (c, the speed of light). This singly diffracted field is much smaller 

than the specular reflection, and is similar in form to the incident field. When 

the singly diffracted field is added to the combined responses of the direct ray 

path and the specular reflection we get the transient response shown in Fig. 3-

28. Again we have included the total transient response determined by the MOM. 
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Figure 3-26 The GTD direct path and specular reflection contributions to the 
early time transient field. Dashed line shows the total early time transient scattered 
field determined from the MOM formulation. 
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Figure 3-27 The GTD singly diffracted ray contribution to the early time tran
sient field. 
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The addition of the singly diffracted ray dramatically improves the leading portion 

(high frequency) of the scattered pulse, in comparison with the total response. The 

first oscillation is determined quite accurately. The GTD slightly underestimates 

the peaks of the second and third oscillations. As we shall see, these discrepancies 

are due to the gradual failure of the GTD for the lower frequencies in the pulse 

spectrum. In Fig. 3-29 we show the remaining scattering events. These events 

constitute the multiple interactions between the edge of the strip and the ground 

plane. The leading portion of this response is due to the double diffracted ray 

described earlier. The earliest time that this effect can be observed is approximately 

4.8ns after the incident field is observed, which agrees with the figure. The next 

two scattering events occur at approximately 6.2ns and 7.5ns. Note that these 

events are very small, they are plotted on an expanded vertical scale in Fig. 3-29. 

When added to the previous response (Fig. 3-28), the resultant is the total GTD 

early time transient response, shown in Fig. 3-30. The addition of the multiple 

interactions improves the tail section of the scattered pulse. In general the GTD 

does an adequate job of estimating the transient pulse scattering from the short 

circular strip of Fig. 3-7, for the pulse considered (pulse spectrum shown in Fig. 

3-12). 

Since GTD is a high frequency asympotic approximation to the total field, 

it is not surprizing that the solutions become less accurate as the frequency is de

creased. The pulse spectrum that we considered in the last example is dominated 

by the lower frequencies. We define low frequency as any frequency which has a 

wavelength longer than the imaged height of the strip. For our example, the imaged 
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Figure 3-28 The GTD direct pat-h, specular reflection, and singly diffracted 
ray contributions to the early time transient field. Dashed line shows the total 
early time transient scattered field determined from the MOM formulation. 
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Figure 3-29 The GTD contribution of the rays events which correspond to 
multiple interactions between the edge of the strip and the ground plane, to the 
early time transient field. 
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Figure 3-30 The total GTD early time transient scattered field. Dashed line 
shows the total early time transient scattered field determined from the MOM 
formulation. 
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height of the strip is OAm, therefore, the frequencies below 750 MHz areconsid

ered low. Note that our example confirms the contention that GTD br~aks down 

gracefully as the frequency is decreased. We were able to get resonable agreement 

between the MOM solution and the GTD solution for a pulse spectrum that had 

most of its energy in the lower frequencies. Shirai and Felsen (1986c) have shown for 

a fiat strip that higher order terms (inverse powers of w) can be added to the GTD 

solution to improve it's low frequency performance. Also, a more direct approach 

is to consider a pulse which is not dominant in the lower frequencies. Shirai (1986) 

considered a raised cosine pulse to deemphasize the lower frequencies. We will 

achieve the same effect by filtering the low frequency portion of our pulse spectrum. 

Recall that for the pulse spectrum shown in Fig. 3-12 we used a 1st order 

high pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 1.2 GHz to filter the lower 

frequencies. In order to eliminate the low frequency dominance in the pulse spec

trum, this 1st order high pass filter is replaced by a 10th order high pass. The type 

of filter and the cutoff frequency are the same. Using this filter, we obtain the pulse 

shown in Fig. 3-31. Note that we have shifted the dominant portion of the pulse 

spectrum above 750 MHz. The total MOM and GTD transient scattering results 

using this pulse spectrum are shown in Fig. 3-32. As is readily apparent, the 

pulse is broader than in our previous example, and the leading edge is not as well 

defined. However, as we expected, the GTD scattering agrees quite well with the 

MOM results. There is a slight discrepancy in the peak values, but this is probably 

due to the fact that the observation point is not very far from the scattering object 

and that the strip is still not large with respect to the wavelengths within the pulse 

spectrum. These results verify that the deemphasis of the lower frequencies in the 

pulse spectrum does improve the GTD transient scattering. 
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f3 = 0.3 x 1010). Filtered with 10th order low pass Butterworth, Ie = 2 GHz, and 
10th order high pass Butterworth, Ie = 1.2 GHz. 
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The good agreement between the GTD and MOM early time transient scat

tering results gives us confidence that the MOM calculation of the transient scat

tering is correct. It also demonstrates that the relatively straightforward early time 

GTD analysis can be used to give good approximations of the transient scattered 

fields, for high frequency pulse spectrums. Since the GTD solution can be decom

posed into individual scattering events, it is particularly valuable in the analysis 

and interpretation of the transient scattered fields. 



CHAPTER 4 

NATURAL RESONANCES 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the natural resonances for circular cylinders 

with large aspect ratios have been determined by several investigators. The aspect 

ratio is defined as the height to radius ratio for the circular cylinder, and is given 

by 

h 
a -

a 
(4 -1) 

Tesche (1972, 1973, and 1975), while investigating the radiation and scattering 

from linear antennas using the singularity expansion method (SEM), found the 

natural resonances for large aspect ratio (a > 10) thin wire antennas. Eftimiu and 

Huddleston (1983b) used two different techniques to find the natural resonances 

of finite open circular cylinders. The first technique that they investigated was 

the use of Galerkin's method with entire domain basis functions to solve the elec

tric field integral equation (EFIE) for the current induced on the cylinder. Using 

this formulation, they determined the natural resonances by employing a numerical 

complex plane search algorithm. For large aspect ratios they employed a second 

approach in which asymptotic techniques in conjunction with perturbation theory 

were used to construct approximate expressions for the eigenfunctions and eigen

values of the integral equation operator. From these eigenvalues they obtained 

approximate values for the locations of the natural resonances. The electromag

netic scattering from thick and thin open-ended circular cylinders was explored by 

Melson and Pearson (1980). In this work they calculated the natural resonances 

100 
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for the open-ended circular cylinder from a method of moments formulation of the 

EFIE for the induced surface currents. This formulation includes not only the az

imuthally independant resonances, but also natural resonances which vary in the 

azimuthal direction. Roberts and Pearson (1982) extended this work by considering 

the effects of closing the ends of the cylinder. All of these investigations considered 

circular cylinders with relatively large aspect ratios. We are interested in determin

ing the natural resonances for smaller aspect ratios. For the larger aspect ratios we 

will use the results obtained by these previous investigators to verify our numerical 

calculations . 

4.1 Resonances From MOM Analysis 

The natural resonances for a scattering object correspond to pole singular

ities in the response function of the object. Marin and Latham (1972) have shown 

that for bodies of finite extent, the only singularities are poles. Therefore, the nat

ural resonant frequencies, or natural resonances, of the circular strip correspond to 

the points in the complex 8 plane in which the induced current on the strip is sin

gular. (The variable 8 is the complex Laplace frequency, 8 = U + iw). To determine 

these natural resonances we recall that the EFIE for the induced current (2-8) was 

cast into the following matrix form using the method of moments (2-54): 

(4 - 2) 

where Zmn is the N X N impedance matrix whose elements are given by (2-55) 

and In is the column vector of the unknown weighting coefficients for the current 
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expansion (2-51). The resonance locations are found by solving the homogeneous 

matrix equation 

(4 - 3) 

The non-trivial solutions for In occur at 8i, where the 8i'S are the numerical approx

imations to the locations of the natural resonances. However, for these non-trivial 

solutions, the determinant of Zmn must vanish at Si. Therefore, we need only to 

consider 

det [ZmnJ = 0 (4-4) 

to find the natural resonant frequencies of the circular strip. 

Tesche (1973) has pointed out several features regarding the location and 

nature of these natural resonances. Since the currents have an est time behavior 

and since positive exponential growth is not allowed, the resonances must lie in the 

left-hand side of the complex 8 plane. In addition, since the time domain currents 

are rea!, the resonances must either occur in complex conjugate pairs, or be purely 

real. The time domain radiation process requires that the currents induced on the 

strip eventually decay to zero, therefore, the poles cannot lie on the iw axis. Each 

pole must have a negative, non-zero real part. It has also been postulated that 

the poles of a perfectly conducting body are simple (Tesche, 1973). This has been 

proven numerically for a finite, open-ended circular cylinder by Melsen and Pearson 

(1980), and Eftimiu and Huddleston (1983b). In addition, it has been shown that 

if the determinant of the impedance matrix is zero and the determinant of the 

impedance matrix derivative is non-zero, then the pole is simple (Marin, 1972). 

Roberts and Pearson (1982) have used this technique to numerically show that the 
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poles of finite, open and closed-ended circular cylinders are simple. Therefore, we 

shall assume that the poles for the circular strip are simple. 

Since the natural resonances of the circular strip are determined by the zeros 

of.the determinant of the impedance matrix and since this determinant is analytic in 

the complex 8 plane (Marin and Latham, 1972), except at a finite number of isolated 

points (poles), we can use the contour integration algorithm of Singaraju, Giri, and 

Baum (1976) to find the solutions of (4-4). We choose this contour integration algo

rithm because it requires no previous knowledge of the locations of the zeros, and if 

applied correctly, the contour method of.searching for zero locations is exhaustive. 

Other algorithms, such as Muller's iterative method , can also be used to find the 

zero locations of a function (Muller, 1956). However, such methods usually require 

a good initial guess to begin the zero search. We have experimented with Muller's 

method and found that when this method converged to a zero, it was faster than 

the contour integration scheme. Unfortunately, we found that Muller's method has 

trouble converging when the values of the determinant vary exponentially in the 

complex 8 plane. This usually occurs for the smaller aspect ratios. In addition, we 

found that a few resonant locations were overlooked. This is an inherent problem 

with Muller's method since it does not conduct an exhaustive search for the zero lo

cations. Therefore, the contour integration algorithm SEARCH of Singaraju, et.al. 

(1976) was used to find the natural resonances of the circular strip. 
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4.1.1 Numerical Results 

As we discussed at the beginning of this chapter, other investigators have 

calculated the natural resonances of the circular cylinder (or circular strip) for 

aspect ratios which range from 3.33 to 100. These studies have shown that the 

resonances form layers in the complex plane. The poles in the layers closest to the 

imaginary axis have relatively little damping, therefore they contribute the most to 

the scattered fields of the circular cylinder. The poles in the layers which lie deeper 

in the left-half plane correspond to resonances which are more strongly damped. 

These highly damped resonances contribute little to the scattered fields. Since we 

are primarily interested in the contributions that the poles have on the scattered 

fields, we will only consider the first one or two layers of poles. 

Fig. 4-1 shows the trajectories' for the poles in the first layer for aspect ratios 

progressing through the following values: 100, 10, 5, 3.33, 2, 1, 0.5, and 0.25. Note 

that this figure shows the second quadrant of the normalized complex frequency 

( ,) plane. The normalized frequency variable , is determined by normalizing the 

complex Laplace frequency s as follows: 

2hs ,=
C7r 

(4 - 5) 

where h is the height of the circular strip and C is the speed of light. This nor-

malization scheme allows whole numbers on the imaginary axis to represent integer 

multiples of 2hj~. Each pole which has a non-zero imaginary part has a conjugate 

pole in the third quadrant. 
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Figure 4-1 Pole trajectories for the first layer of exterior resonances. Aspect 
ratios (0:) progressing through the following values are shown: 100, 10, 5, 3.33, 2, 
1, 0.5, and 0.25. 
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The poles shown in Fig. 4-1 correspond to the exterior resonances of the 

circular strip geometry. These exterior resonances are associated with the currents 

on the outside surface of the strip and the coupling of these currents, via the fields 

radiated across the open ends of the cylinder. For linear antennas, which can be 

modeled as thin circular cylinders, these exterior resonances are the half wavelength 

resonances of the antenna. Notice, for the larger aspect ratios, as 0: decreases (i.e. 

the circular strip gets wider and shorter) the first layer poles tend to move downward 

and away for the imaginary axis. This corresponds to a decrease in the resonant 

frequency and an increase in the damping. The increased damping implies more 

energy is being lost to radiation. The natural resonances calculated for the first 

four aspect ratios (i.e. 0: =100, 10, 5, and 3.33) match the results obtained by 

the previous investigators. For each trajectory the damping appears to reach a 

maximum at approximately 0: equal to one, at which point it begins to decrease 

as the aspect ratio decreases. The inward deflection of the pole trajectories take 

place when the fields across the open ends of the circular strip become the principle 

contributor to the exterior resonances. This occurs when the radius of the strip and 

the height of the strip are approximately equal (0: = 1). 

We believe that this behavior has not been described previously for an 

open ended cylinder (circular strip). Melson and Pearson (1980) and Tesche (1973) 

considered the pole trajectories for the open ended cylinder; unfortunately, they 

only considered aspect ratios greater than 3.33 and ~ere not able to observe this 

behavior. These results lead Roberts and Pearson (1982) to incorrectly predict that 

such an inward deflection of the pole trajectories would not occur for the open ended 

cylinder. This assumption was partially based upon their observation a of similar 

behavior for the closed end circular cylinder. However, the mechanism "behind 
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these deflection of the poles is different then the one we associate with the open 

ended cylinder. The deflection of the pole trajectories for the closed end cylinder is 

attributed to resonance conditions on the end caps. 

In addition to the exterior resonances observed in the previous examples, 

there exist interior resonances for the circular strip geometry. For the aspect ratios 

above a: = 3.33 in Fig. 4-1, these interior resonances occur at frequencies (Im(y}) 

which are greater than those displayed. For the lower aspect ratios the poles which 

correspond to the interior resonances were not shown for the sake of clarity. In Fig. 

4-2 we show the a: = 1 poles, including the additional poles due to the interior 

resonances. The first two layers of poles (in the bottom portion of Fig. 4-2) are 

the exterior resonances described above. The layers of poles which emerge near 
, 

the imaginary axis at approximately Im{'Y} = 1.68 and Im{'Y} = 3.60 are due to 

interior resonances within the circular strip. As suggested by Melson and Pearson 

(1980), and Roberts and Pearson (1982), these resonances are interior cylindrical 

cavity modes, which radiate through the apertures at the open ends of the circular 

strip. This assumption can be substantiated by comparing these resonances with 

the resonances of a cylindrical cavity formed by an electric-walled cylinder and 

terminated with perfectly conducting walls which close the ends of the cylinder. 

Following the analysis in Harrington (1961), it can be shown that the resonant 

frequencies for the azimuthally independant TM (i.e. transverse magnetic with 

respect the axis of the cylinder) modes for this cavity structure are purely imaginary 

and are given by, 

q = 0,1,2, ... (4 - 6) 

p = 1,2,3, ... 
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Figure 4-2 Natural resonances of the circular strip for a = 1 
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where xop is the pth zero of the B~ssel function Jo(x) and a is the aspect ratio. 

These are the resonant frequencies of the TMopq modes for the cylindrical cavity. 

Note that we have normalized the frequency is accordance with (4-5). Table (4-1) 

lists the cavity modes calculated from (4-6) against the interior resonances of the 

circular strip, for an aspect ratio of one. We notice that there is a high degree of 

correlation between the frequency locations (imaginary part) for these resonances. 

The non-zero real parts for the interior resonances are due to the radiation of the 

modes. It is apparent from both Fig. 4-2 and Table (4-1) that the modes with 

higher order longitudinal dependence (i.e increasing q) lose more energy to radia

tion. Another interesting observation is that the interior resonances that correspond 

to the TMo2q modes suffer less radiation loss than the TMolq modes, and their res

onance frequency is closer to that of the cylindrical cavity. Since the cavity model 

does not include the effects of the radiation from the apertures at the open ends 

of the circular strip, we do not expect the resonances predicted by this analysis 

to agree very closely. However, the high correlation between the cavity resonances 

and the interior resonances of the circular strip does verify our postulate that these 

poles are associated with the interior resonances of the circular strip. In addition, 

Roberts and Pearson (1982) showed that as the ends of the circular cylinder are 

closed with perfectly conducting ~nd caps, the interior resonances approach the 

resonances of the circular cavity. 

Another cavity model which has been used to approximate the interior res .. 

onance behavior of the open-ended circular cylinder is the cavity formed by an 

electric-walled cylinder, terminated with magnetic walls which close the ends of the 

cylinder (Melson and Pearson, 1980). The magnetic walls simulate perfect open 

circuits at the ends of the cylinder. We find that the resonance locations for this 
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Table 4-1 Comparison of the locations of the resonances of the circularly 
cylindrical cavity and the circular strip, for a = 1. -

Resonances 

Mode Cavity Circular Strip 

™olO i1.5310 -0.0540 + i1.6830 

™oll i1.8286 -0.1586 + i2.0834 

TMo12 i2.5187 -0.3427 + i2.6957 

TMo13 i3.3681 -0.6761 + i3.3835 

TMo14 i4.2830 -1.0509 + i4.0461 

TMo20 i3.5142 -0.0250 + i3.5960 

TMo21 i3.6537 -0.0716 + i3.8632 

TMo22 i4.0435 -0.2451 + i4.3227 

TMo23 i4.6206 -0.5818 + i4.7805 

TMo24 i5.3244 -0.8692 + i5.1496 
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cavity are the same as the resonance locations for the perfectly conducting circu

larly cylindrical cavity given by (4-6). However, the q = 0 resonances are trivial 

solutions for this magnetic walled cavity geometry, therefore, they do not exist for 

this structure. Recall, however, that we have shown that similar zero order reso

nances occur for the circular strip. Therefore, we assume that the resonances of the 

perfectly conducting cavity are more representative of the resonances of the circular 

strip. This assumption will be verified in the ensueing analysis. 

For large aspect ratios, Melson and Pearson (1980) and Roberts and Pearson 

(1982) observed similar layt:rs of poles associated with the interior resonances; how

ever, neither study included the interior resonances which correspond to the TMopo 

cavity modes. Further, they only considered the resonances associated with aspect 

ratios greater than 3.33. The lowest order TM interior resonances that they found 

were the TMop1 . Repeating their calculation for an aspect ratio of 3.33, we located 

all the poles that they reported, plus the TMolO interior resonances. These results 

are shown in Fig. 4-3 and Table (4-2). Note that the pole plot in Fig. 4-3 has an 

expanded horizontal axis. Therefore, only the first layer of exterior resonances have 

been shown. To our knowledge, no study has been able to locate and characterize 

these resonances for the open ended cylinder. 

Due to their proximity to the I m{ I} axis, these TMopo interior resonance 

play a significant role in the electromagnetic scattering from the circular strip. 

These resonances are associated with TMopo circular cavity modes, which are de

generate TMop waveguide modes. These modes do not have any dependance upon 

the height of the cavity. In the same manner, the TMopo interior resonances of 

the circular strip are only weakly dependent upon the height of the strip. They 
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Table 4-2 Comparison the the interior resonances obtained by: previous 
investigators (Melson and Pearson (1980) and Roberts and Pearson (1982)) and the 
interior resonances obtained in this investigation, for 0: = 3.33. 

Resonances 

Mode Cavity Previous Results Circular Strip 

TMolO is.098 - -0.0074 + is.177 

™oll is.195 -0.031 + is.42 -0.0317 + is.417 

TMo12 is.476 -0.084 + is.78 -0.0872 + is.780 
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represent fields which are primarily dependent upon the radius of the strip, and 

have very little damping. Therefore, these resonances tend to dominate tile electro

magnetic scattering from the circular strip when excited by an axial source. As we 

demonstrated in Chapter 3, when the circular strip is excited by an axial dipole at 

a frequency below the TMolO interior resonance, the fields behave like cutoff cavity 

modes, and the radiation fields are extremely small. As the frequency is increased 

the fields increase. A peak is reached when the frequency is approximately equal 

to the imaginary part of the TMolO pole location. Above this frequency, the effect 

of this pole decreases only to be replaced by the effect of the TMo20 pole. As the 

frequency continues to increase this process is repeated for the remaining TMopo in

terior resonances. Although, other poles affect the electromagnetic scattering from 

the circular strip, these TMopo resonances are the principle contributors when the 

source is located within the strip. Recall the transient scattering examples shown 

in Figures 3-20 and 3-23. The tremendous amount of ringing observed in these 

scattered fields is due to the dominating effects of the TMolO and TMo20 interior 

resonances, respectively. 

Fig. 4-4 shows the natural resonances for a circular strip with an aspect 

ratio of 0.5. The bottom two layers represent the first two exterior resonance layers, 

and the remaining five layers represent the TMopq interior resonance layers. Table 

(4-3) lists the frequency locations for the first five TMopo cavity modes, determined 

from (4-6) against the locations of the corresponding interior resonances of Fig. 4-4. 

As we found in previous examples, the frequency locations of the interior resonances 

are reasonably close to the locations of the corresponding cavity modes. In fact, they 

agree remarkably well for the higher order resonances. For the lower frequencies 

(p = 1,2), the difference between the two solutions increases. The TMo1q and the 
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TMo2q resonances tend to pull away from the imaginary axis, and separate from 

each other. For these cases, the modes for which q > 0 experience a considerable 

amount of radiation damping. The higher order resonances (p> 2) experience less 

damping. In Fig. 4-5 and Table (4-4) we show the equivalent case for an aspect 

ratio of 0.25. Note that we have used an expanded scale for the pole plot in this 

figure. Except for the differences in the locations of the resonances, the observations 

made for the previous example are true for this case. However, this figure clearly 

shows that the interior resonances tend to peel away from the imaginary axis at the 

lower frequencies. In addition, these examples demonstrate the significance of the 

TMopo interior resonances. In each case, these resonance have the least amount of 

damping, and therefore, contribute the most to the scattered fields. 

4.2 Resonances From GTD Analysis 

Shirai and Felsen (1986a) presented a method in which GTD was modified 

such that all of the natural resonances of the flat strip could be approximately lo

cated. This modification consists of including higher order edge diffraction events 

in the GTD scattering formulation. These higher order effects correspond to poles 

which lie in the layers to the left of the first layer of poles in the complex plane. U n

fortunately, as discussed in the previous chapter, the complete GTD formulation is 

too complicated and cumbersome to be implimented for this problem. The exterior 

resonances presented earlier, are lower frequency events which include effects that 

are not accounted for by GTD. In order to predict the locations of the interior reso

nances all the corresponding interior reflections must be included in the calculation. 

The total number of the reflection and diffraction events, in addition to the coupling 
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Table 4-3 Comparison of the locations of the TMopo resonances of the 
circularly cylindrical cavity and the corresponding interior resonances of the circular 
strip, for a = 0.5 

Resonances 

Mode Cavity Circular Strip 

™olO iO.7655 -0.0619 + iO.9429 

TMo20 i1.7571 -0.0672 + i1.8587 

TMo30 i2.7546 -0.0316 + i2.8438 

TMo40 i3.7534 -0.0288 + i3.8190 

TMo50 i4.7527 -0.0190 + i4.8099 

Table 4-4 Comparison of the locations of the TMopo resonances of the 
circularly cylindrical cavity and the corresponding interior resonances of the circular 
strip, for a = 0.25 

Resonances 

Mode Cavity Circular Strip 

™olO iO.3827 -0.1054 + iO.5565 

TMo20 iO.8785 -0.0573 + iO.9733 

TMo30 i1.3773 -0.0579 + i1.4410 

TMo4o i1.8767 -0.0588 + i1.9365 

TMo50 i2.3763 -0.0507 + i2.4405 
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between them, is too large for easy accounting. Therefore, we will not attempt to 

use GTD to determine all the natural resonances of the strip. However, we will 

use a simplified GTD analysis to approximate the locations of the resonances which 

correspond to the T Mopo circular cavity modes. Recall that these are the dominant 

resonances for an axially excited circular strip. 

The TMopo interior resonances correspond to fields which have a weak de

pendence upon the height of the strip, and are primarily a function of the radius. To 
. . 

find these resonances using GTD we shall exploit this weak height dependence by 

making the simplifing assumption that the circular strip can be approximated by a 

semi-infinite circular cylinder. With this approximation, we neglect the coupling of 

the TMopo resonances with the TMopq resonances. Therefore, the signal flow graph 

for this problem is simply a single scattering center which has a single branch that 

loops around on itself. The scattering function for this branch, S(QE, QEj QE), 

corresponds to the sum of the scattering functions for the edge diffracted ray SD 

and the ray reflected at the edge SR, viz: 

(4 - 7) 

where SD is obtained from (3-27) and SR is obtained from (3-26). The scattering 

function SD is given by 

(4 - 8) 

The 7r /2 pha..,e shift in (4-8) is a consequence of the caustic on the axis of the circular 

strip, and is included naturally by the square root term in (3-27). The diffraction 
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coefficient in (4-8) is determined using (3-30), viz: 

(4 - 9) 

The scattering function S R is given by 

(4 - 10) 

The factor of 1/2 accounts for the fact that we are on the reflection shadow boundary 

of the ray. 

From Mason's formula (3-34) we see that the locations of the natural res

onances correspond to the zeros of the signal flow graph determinant,~. For this 

example the graph determinant is trivial, 

(4 - 11) 

To find the zeros of ~ we used the Muller's method algorithm described earlier. We 

chose Muller's method instead of the contour integration algorithm used to find the 

zeros of the MOM impedance matrix because it is faster. Also, we were able to use, 

as initial guesses, the resonance locations found in our previous analysis. ill Table 

(4-5) we show the natural resonances predicted by finding the zeros of (4-11) against 

the natural resonances found using our MOM formulation. We have determined the 

resonances using the four different aspect ratios considered previously. Notice that 

we have reasonable agreement between the GTD and MOM frequency locations for 

the higher order resonances (i.e. larger p). The solutions diverge slightly for the 

lower order cases. This expected since the lower order resonances correspond to the 
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Table 4-5 Comparison of the locations of the TMopq resonances of the 
circular strip determined from an approximate GTD analysis and the resonances 
obtained from the MOM formulation. 

TMopo Resonance 

a p using GTD using MOM 

3.33 1 -0.2318 + i4.8691 -0.0074 + i5.1770 

1.00 1 -0.0696 + i1.4622 -0.0540 + i1.6830 

1.00 2 -0.0835 + i3.4747 -0.0250 + i3.5960 

0.50 1 -0.0348 + iO.7311 -0.0619 + iO.9429 

0.50 2 -0.0418 + i1. 7373 -0.0672 + i1.8587 

0.50 3 -0.0445 + i2.7398 -0.0316 + i2.8438 

0.50 4 -0.0460 + i3.7412 -0.0288 + i3.8190 

0.50 5 -0.0470 + i4.7210 -0.0190 + i4.8099 

0.25 1 -0.0174 + iO.3655 -0.1054 + iO.5565 

0.25 2 -0.0288 + iO.8687 -0.0573 + iO.9733 

0.25 3 -0.0222 + i1.3699 -0.0579 + i1.4410 

0.25 4 -0.0230 + i1.8706 -0.0588 + i1.9365 

0.25 5 -0.0235 + i2.3711 -0.0507 + i2.4405 
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lower frequencies where GTD begins to break down. In all the cases, the GTD did 

not predict accurately the real part of the resonance location. Recall that the real 

part is associated with the radiation damping for that particular resonance. The 

error in determining the real part is due to the fact that the radiation damping has a 

stronger dependence upon the height of the strip. Also, it depends upon the coupling 

between the TMopo resonances and the higher order interior resonances neglected 

in this analysis. Although these GTD resonances do not accurately predict the the 

locations of the TMopo resonances of the circular strip, they are simple to calculate 

and could be used as initial guesses for a Muller's zero search algorithm for the 

more general MOM formulation. 



CHAPTER 5 

NATURAL RESONANCE IDENTIFICATION 

As we established in the previous chapter, the natural resonances of the 

circular strip can be divided into two classes: The exterior resonances and the 

interior resonances. The exterior resonances are associated with the currents on 

the outside surface of the circular strip and the coupling of these currents, via the 

fields radiated across the open ends of the cylinder. For large aspect ratios, these 

exterior resonances, having a relatively high Q, are sharp and distinct. We define 

the Q, or the quality factor, as (Roberts and Pearson, 1982) 

(5 -1) 

where 8 is the complex Laplace frequency (8 = u+iw). As the aspect ratio decreases, 

the exterior resonances generally move closer together and deeper into the left half 

plane (decreasing Q). For small aspect ratios these resonances have low Q's and 

are highly coupled. For these ratios, the exterior resonances are low frequency 

events. Conversely, for large aspect ratios the interior resonances correspond to 

very high frequency events, with high Q's. As the aspect ratio decreases, these 

resonances move down in frequency, with little change in Q. Even for the small 

aspect ratios, the interior resonances remain sharp (high Q) and distinct. This 

property is particularly valuable when using identification techniques to find the 

natural resonances of the scattering body. In the following discussion, we will 
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investigate the use of standard transient identification procedures to locate the 

natural resonances of the circular strip. 

Ideally, the input data and output d.ata for the identification process would 

consist of field observations ?ver all time. However, in practice, such observations 

are not obtainable. In general, we are only able to make a finite number of observa

tions of the scattered field, over a finite interval of time. Therefore, the identification 

process is handicapped. As shown by Weyker (1986), the success of resonance identi

fication algorithms depend upon the observation of scattering events which represent 

multiple interations of the fields and the scatterer. For many scattering structures 

these multiple interaction events are small, and therefore, hard to observe. When 

noise is added to the system, many of these events become overwhelmed and are no 

longer be observable. In addition, since we only make field observations over a finite 

interval of time, many of these events are excluded. Therefore, the identification 

algorithms must approximate the resonance locations from the first few multiple 

interaction events in the scattered field. For the scatterers in which the multiple 

interaction events are small, the identification of the natural resonances is difficult 

and the accuracy is usually poor. If, however, these multiple interaction events are 

large, the accuracy of the identification procedure improves. For the circular strip 

excited by an axial dipole, the exterior resonances are only weakly excited and are 

highly damped due to radiation. These resonances correspond to small multiple 

interaction events. However, the interior resonances are strong, having less loss 

due to radiation. Therefore, due to their pronounced Q's, the interior resonances 

dominate the scattered field. Thus, we expect that the identification process will 

be able to locate these resonances. 
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5.1 The SISO Parametric Inverse 

In this section we will briefly review the parametric inverse problem for single 

input, single output (SISO) systems. The interested readers are referred to~he ref

erences for a more complete description of the process. t Procedures in parametric 

inverse problems are based on the following fundamental result from mathematical 

scattering theory (Lax and Phillips, 1967): Given a scattering problem governed 

by the wave equation with Dirichlet boundary conditions, the scattered response 

to monochromatic plane wave excitation is, with mild mathematical restrictions, 

a meromorphic function of complex frequency. This result has been extended to 

the vector wave equation in electromagnetics for scatterers upon whose surface the 

tangential electric field vanishes (Marin, 1973). By the Mittag-Leffler Theorem 

(Knopp, 1947), the meromorphic property allows the scattered response V (r, s) to 

be written as a sum over the complex body resonances (natural resonances) of the 

scatterer plus an entire function of complex frequency s (Dudley, 1985a). The in

verse Laplace transform yields v(r, t) in the form of a complex exponential series 

plus the inverse transform of the entire function, viz: 

(5 - 2) 

In this equation, v(r, t) is any component of the electric of magnetic field, Sn is the 

nth complex resonance, and Rn is the residue at the nth resonance. In addition, 

if W(r, s) is the entire function, w(r, t) is its inverse transform. Note that the 

residues are functions of position but the complex resonances are not. This fact 

t Section 5.1 is a digest of material from Dudley (1987) and is used with 

the permission of the author. 
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is an indicatio~ that the complex s-plane locations of the natural resonances of 

the scattering object are not a function of how the body is illuminated- or where 

the scattered response is measured. Their strengths (residues), however, vary with 

position. 

The formulation given by (5-2) is the cornerstone of the Singularity Expan

sion Method (SEM) presented by Baum (1971). Two features are important to 

note. First, the entire function contribution w(r, t) is time-limited to early time 

(Morgan, 1984j Pearson, 1984). Therefore, for times greater than the time of disap

pearance of the entire function, the scattering is given completely by the complex 

exponential series in (5-2). Second, whereas the complex series contribution is 

parametrized by the poles Sn and the residues Rn, the entire function contribution 

is not parametrized at all (Dudley, 1985b). Therefore, in any target identification 

scheme based on (5-2), there are parameters describing the target (natural reso

nances) available in the complex exponential series. The entire function, however, 

yields no target information unless is can be further analysed. 

Despite the inadequate target description provided by (5-2), there has been 

some success in target classification based on the complex exponential series portion 

of (5-2). Since this series contains the body resonances of the scattering object, the 

technique we shall describe is a form of global modeling. The basic ideas begin with 

some concepts in electromagnetic system identification (Dudley, 1985aj Dudley, 

1986). Let a plane wave be incident on a scattering system from a given direction. 

In the absence of the scatterer(s), the time history f(t) of the incident wave is 

recorded at at reference position P(r). This time history, adjusted so that t = 0 

corresponds to the initial arrival time of the pulse, is the single input to the system. 

With the scatterer(s) is place, observations of the particular field component of 
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interest is made at the observation point. The time reference of the response is 

adjusted so that its turn-on time is t = O. The incident pulse f(t) defined above is 

then subtracted from the response to yield the time history y(t). We shall define 

the electromagnetic system transfer function H (8) by 

H( ) = Y(s) 
s F(s) (5 - 3) 

where Y(s) and F(s) are the Laplace transforms of the single output and single 

input, respectively. We now show that if we truncate the complex expontential 

series (5-2) after N terms, the series is compatible with the electromagnetic system 

ideas for the S1S0 case. The extension to SIMO it trivial (Dudley, 1985a). 

Because most analysis is done digitally, we shall consider discrete time for-

mulations. Let f(k) and y(k), k = 1,2, ... , be the input to and the output from, 

respectively, a S1S0 linear system. The notation f(k) is brief for f(kTs), where Ts 

is the sampling interval. We model the system by the difference equation 

Ay(k) = Bf(k) + e(k) (5 - 4) 

where e(k) is an error term and A and B are polynomial stepping operators with, 

typically, 

(5 - 5) 

and where 

(5 -6) 

The error term e(k) is included to account for the usual case where the model fails 

to fit the data exactly. It is well known (Dudley, 1979) that the Z-transform of (5-4) 
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gives a tranfer function H (z) of the form H (z) = Y (z) / F (z), plus an error term. 

A subsequent inverse Z-transform yields 

(5 -7) 

where e'(k) is an error term obtained from e(k) in the difference equation (Dudley, 

1979). Note that the solution to the difference equation is a finite length complex 

exponential series. We now compare the result in (5-7) with the result from scat

tering theory (5-2). We can interpret (5-7) as a discrete time of (5-2) provided that 

we lump the truncated terms of the series (tail of the series) and the entire function 

in (5-2) together as an error term. For the error to be small, both the tail and the 

entire function must be small. The tail can be made small by limiting the data to 

a restricted frequency range. In actual experiments, this limiting operation often 

occurs as a natural consequence of the bandwidth limitations of the equipment. In 

any event, it can be forced by intelligent filtering. We emphasize that for times 

earlier than the dissappearance of the entire function, it is not clear that the entire 

function contribution is small. Indeed, in the early time, it often dominates the 

scattered signal. 

The difference equation model in (5-4) is called the equation error model 

(Ljung and Soderstrom, 1983). The SISO electromagnetic system identification 

problem with the equation error model can now be defined as follows: Given data 

on the single input j(k) and single output y(k), identify the difference equation 

coefficient sequences {a,lJ and {bAJ. Transform the coefficients sequences into the 

the pole sequence {Sk} and the residue sequence {Rk} (Dudley, 1979). Provided 
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that the resonances obtained from the solution to the electromagnetic system iden

tification problem can be interpreted as body resonances of the scatterer, we shall 

have arrived at a global modeling method for classification of the target. 

The usual method for obtaining an estimation of the pole. and residue se

quences is to adjust the coefficients an and bn in (5-4) to minimize the Euclidean 

norm of the error e(k) (Dudley, 1979; Dudley, 1983). This procedure is a linear 

least squares problem that has been quite popular in electromagnetics over the past 

decade (Dudley, 1979; Dudley, 1983; Van Blaricum and Mittra, 1975; Moffitt and 

Mains, 1975). Recently, Dudley and Goodman (1986) and Goodman and Dudley 

(1987) have been using the minimization of the equation error to produce the initial 

values of the difference equation coefficients. This process is then followed with the 

minimization of the norm of the error eo(k) in the following output error model: 

(5 - 8) 

The estimation of the parameters in (5-8) is a nonlinear least squares problem. 

We will use the VAX/VMS interactive algorithm NLS (Goodman, 1983), beginning 

with the initial estimates obtained by solving (5-4), to solve (5-8). The algorithm 

NLS is a nonlinear optimizer that conducts a search to find the global minimum of 

the cost function which is defined as the norm of the error eo (5-8). 
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5.2 Numerical Examples 

In this section we give two examples of the transient identification procedure 

described in the previous section. We present the results involving the transient 

scattering from the circular strip shown in Fig. 5-1. The radius of the strip is 2 

meters and the height is equal to 2 meters. The observation point is located along 

the ground plane 0.5 meters from the inside surface of the strip. The strip is excited 

by an axial electric dipole mounted on the surface of the ground plane. We have 

already presented the transient scattering from this strip for two different pulse 

spectrums (Chapter 3). These results will be used as our input an.d output signals 

for the following identification examples. 

For the first transient identification example, we will consider the pulse 

shown in Fig. 3-13, redrawn in Fig. 5-2 for convenience. Recall that this is the 

spectrum of a double exponential pulse (a = 0.3 x 109 and f3 = 0.4 x 109), that has 

been filtered with a 10th order low pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency 

of 100 MHz, and a 1st order high pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency 

of 60 MHz. As mentioned, we have already calculated the incident wave (input) 

and the scattered wave (output) for this pulse spectrum; these results are given 

in Figures 5-3 and 5-4, respectively. Their corresponding spectrums are shown in 

Figures 5-5 and 5-6. For each of these data records there are" 2048 points sampled 

at an interval of 0.8333 x 10-9 seconds. In order to reduce the demands placed upon 

the NLS algorithm we reduce the number of points in these records by resampling 

(decimating) at approximately 1.5 times the Nyquist sampling rate, thus reducing 

the number of points per record to 768. Finally, we truncate these time sequences 

at 6.0 X 10-7 seconds, further reducing the number of points/record to 271. All of 

this data manipulation has been performed with SIG (Lager and Azevedo, 1985). 
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observation point 1 
h == 2n1, 

~p == 1.51n~ 
~~--- a == 2n1----~~~1 

Figure 5-1 Cross-sectional view of the circular strip geometry to be used in 
the transient identification example. 
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from the circular strip (Fig. 5-1), using the low frequency pulse shown in Fig. 5-2. 
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The decimated input and output time sequences are processed by NLS, be

ginning with the initial selection of a 30th order model with 30 zeros. We then apply 

REDUCE, a model order reduction algorithm developed by Goodman (1983), to 

eliminate twenty-two poles and produce an 8th order model. We use the coefficients 

of this reduced system as initial values to rerun NLS. The algorithm PARTIAL, a 

partial fraction decomposition routine (Goodman, 1983), is then used to compute 

the poles and the residues. The PARTIAL algorithm computes the s-plane poles 

from the z-plane results by the transformation, 

(5 - 9) 

This procedure gives four pairs of identified poles. In Fig. 5-7 we show the four 

second quadrant identified poles along with the denormalized theoretical poles de

termined in Chapter 4. The corresponding conjugate poles lie in the third quadrant 

and are not shown in this diagram. Notice that two of the identified poles agree 

quite well with the TMolO and TMo20 resonances of the circular strip. The other 

two identified poles do not correspond to any of the theoretical poles. These results 

indicate that, for this frequency band, the TMopo resonances are dominating the 

scattered field, and there is very little contribution from the other poles. Recall that 

these resonances are only weakly dependent upon the height of the strip, therefore, 

the identified poles contain, primarily, information concerning the radius and very 

little height information. The resonances which are a strong function of the height, 

the TMopq resonances (q =I- 0), are heavily damped, therefore, their effects are not 

observed in the pres~nce of the strong contributions of the zero order resonances. 
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It is readily apparent from the previous identification results that, within the 

frequency range of our pulse spectrum, the TMopo resonances are strongly excited. 

This indicates that there is strong coupling between the axial dipole source and 

the fields associated with these resonances. This strong coupling is explained by 

the following arguement. Recall in our formulation that we address the problem of 

the circular strip mounted on a perfectly conducting ground plane by considering 

the imaged geometry. Therefore, the fields must be even about the z = 0 plane. 

Making an analogy between the interior resonance fields of the imaged circular strip 

and the modes of the perfectly conducting circularly cylindrical cavity (Harrington, 

1962), we note that the resonances which correspond to even values of q are even 

about the z = 0 plane, and the resonances which correspond to odd values of q 

are odd about the z = 0 plane. Also, for the even modes, there is a maximum in 

the vertical electric field at z = O. Thus, assuming that the modes of the perfectly 

conducting cylindrical cavity are representative of the interior resonances of the 

circular strip, we expect that the zero order resonances (q = 0) will be strongly 

excited by the vertical electric dipole source located on the surface of the ground 

plane (z = 0). In addition, we expect that there will be strong coupling to the 

other even modes (q even), and that the coupling to the odd modes (q odd) will 

be, at best, weak. This is corroborated by examining the scattered field spectrum 

and natural resonances shown in Figures 5-6 and 5-7, respectively. In Fig. 5-6 the 

large peak at approximately 63 MHz corresponds to the TMolO interior resonance of 

the circular strip. The smaller, lower Q peak at 101 MHz corresponds to the TMo12 

interior resonance, and the sharp peak at 135 MHz corresponds to the TMo2o interior 

resonance. The magnitude of the latter resonance is small due to the filtering of 

the input pulse. Examining Fig. 5-7, we find that the TMoll resonances is located 
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at approximately 78 MHz. However, there is a minimum in the sca.ttered field 

spectrum at this frequency. Therefore, as we expected only the resonances which 

correspond to even values of q have noticable effects upon the scattered fields. 

Similar observations have been made for other circular strip scattering examples. 

We conclude that the TM modes of the perfectly conducting circularly cylindrical 

cavity are good first order representations of the natural resonances of the axially 

excited circular strip. 

In an attempt to identify higher order longitudinal resonances (q i= 0), 

we choose a transient pulse with a bandlimited frequency spectrum. This type of 

bandpass spectrum will allow us to isolate particular resonances for identification. 

For this example we choose to isolate the first few TMo2q resonances by using, as 

an incident pulse, a double exponential pulse (a = 0.3 X 109 and f3 = 0.4 x 109), 

that has been filtered with a bandI?ass filter created by cascading a 10th order low 

pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 150 MHz, and a 10th order high 

pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 110 MHz. This pulse is shown in 

Fig. 5-8. We have determined the incident (input) and scattered (output) signals 

for this example in Chapter 3. These results are repeated in Figures 5-9 and 5-

10, respectively. The spectrums for these input and output signals are shown in 

Figures 5-11 and 5-12. To identify the poles in this data we follow the same basic 

procedure described for the previous example. We decimate the data records to 

approximately 1.3 the Nyquist rate and truncate the time sequences, reducing the 

number of points/record to 513. These decimated input and output signals are 

processed by NLS, beginning with a 24th order model with 24 zeros. The order of 

the system is then reduced to 8, and the coefficients of this 8th order system are 
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used as initial values to rerun NLS. The algorithm PARTIAL is used to calcuate the 
-

poles and residues. From this procedure we obtain the second quadrant poles shown 

in Fig. 5-13. Included in 5-13 are the unnormalized theoretical poles determined 

in Chapter 4. As expected, the identification process located the TMo2o resonance 

of the circular strip. In addition, this process yielded an accurate estimate of the 

location on the TMo22 resonance. As discussed before, the TMo21 resonance is not 

identified because it is not excited. This example verifies that some of the higher 

order resonances which contain information about the height of the strip can be 

located; however, extreme filtering is required. 

The previous examples demonstrate that the high Q TMopo resonances of 

the circular strip are readily identified. These interior resonances are well-defined, 

with relatively little radiation damping. They dominate the scattered waveform, 

overwhelming the contributions of the other poles. In contrast, the higher order 

longitudinal TMopq (q =j:. 0) resonances suffer more radiation damping, and therefore, 

are harder to identify. By using filtering to reduce the effects of the dominant TMopo 

resonances, some of the lower order longitudinal resonances can be identified. Note 

that only the resonances which correspond to even values of q are excited by the 

axial electric dipole source. The resonances which correspond to odd values of q 

are, at best, only weakly excited by the dipole source, therefore, contributing little 

to the scattered field. 

The exterior resonances of the circular strip are not identified because they 

are difficult to excite with an axial dipole source. As shown in the previous chapters, 

the circular strip behaves in a manner similar to that of a circular cylindrical cavity, 

and an axial electric dipole source excites the TM cavity modes of the strip. The 

predominant exterior resonances, that is the exterior resonances which have the 
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Figure 5-13 Results of second identification example: Solid diamonds are nat
ural resonances identified in the identification process, open squares are the natural 
resonances determined from MOM formulation (Chapter 4) 
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least amount of damping, are located below the first cavity resonance of the strip. 
-

Therefore, for these frequencies, the dipole source is trying to excite fields which 

behave like cut off cavity modes. For the larger aspect ratios, these cut off dipole 

fields are heavily damped; thus, the excitation of the exterior resonances is extremely 

weak. In the situations where the aspect ratios are smaller, the dipole fields, while 

still damped considerably, are stronger. However, for the smaller aspect ratios, 

the exterior resonances have more damping and are strongly coupled. Therefore, 

the exterior resonances are only weakly excited. We conclude that the exterior 

resonances of the axially excited circular strip contribute little to the scattered 

fields, and in turn, are very difficult to identify in the presence of the large field 

contributions of the interior resonances. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this treatise we have presented the formulation and calculation of the 

electromagnetic fields scattered from, and the natural resonances of, a thin, per

fectly conducting circular strip mounted on a perfectly conducting ground plane. 

We began by determining the currents induced on the surface of the circular strip. 

This formulation was sufficiently general to allow for an arbitrary incident Ez field, 

provided <f>-symmetry is preserved. For our presentation, we were interested in a 

vertical electric dipole source located on the axis of the circular strip. We obtained 

a closed form solution for the induced currents in terms of an expansion of Cheby

shev polynomials of the 2nd kind, in the quasi-static limit assuming a narrow strip. 

In addition, we developed the general solution for these induced currents using the 

method of moments. The singularity in the kernel function of the integral equation 

was removed and evaluated analytically. In our modeling results, we obtained ex

cellent agreement between the closed form quasi-static, narrow strip solution and 

the general MOM solution in the region where both solutions are valid. In addition 

to the comparison with the quasi-static solution, we have shown that the MOM 

solution converges numerically. 

Using the MOM currents we calculated the fields scattered from the circular 

strip, in both the frequency and time domains. We applied the frequency domain 

scattered field analysis to the problem of surrounding a small vertical antenna with 

a circular metal fence. We found that such fences, when appropriately designed, 

149 
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can enhance the ground wave of the antenna, while decreasing the sky wave. In 
-

this analysis, we also calculated the radiation resistance of the dipole antenna for 

the different fence designs. We determined that the radiation resistance is sensitive 

to the size of the surrounding fence, and it displays resonant behavior when the 

frequency of operation is near a natural resonance of the circular strip. The fre

quency domain formulation was also used to calculate the frequency spectrum for 

the scattered fields. Using this field spectrum and the spectrum of a desired pulse, 

we obtained the time domain transient scattering for two different circular strip ge-

ometries. In addition, we used GTD to determine the early time transient scattering 

from the circular strip. By deemphasizing the low frequencies in the transient pulse 

spectrum, we obtained good agreement between the GTD early time scattering and 

the transient scattering determined from our MO:rv'l formulation. Unfortunately, 

we determined that the GTD is too complicated and cumbersome to apply to the 

general scattering of the circular strip. 

By solving for the complex zeros of the determinant of the impedance matrix 

from the MOM formulation, we determined the natural resonances of the circular 

strip. We found that there are two separate classes of circular strip resonances: the 

exterior resonances and the interior resonances. The exterior resonances are asso-

ciated with currents on the outside surface of the strip and the coupling of these 

currents, via the fields radiated across the open ends of the cylinder. The pole 

trajectories for the first layer of exterior resonances were presented for aspect ratios 

ranging from 100 to 0.25. The resonance locations for the larger aspect ratios agree 

well with results previo~ly obtaine~ by other investigators. We demonstrated that 

these poles tend to move down and away from the imaginary axis in the complex 
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frequency plane as the aspect ratio decreases. However, these pole trajectories expe

rience an inward deflection when the aspect ratio equals one. This inward deflection 

occurs when the fields across the open ends of the circular strip become the prin

ciple contributors to the exterior resonances. To our knowledge, this phenomenon 

has never been previously reported for the circular strip geometry. In addition to 

the exterior resonances, we located resonances which correspond to interior TMopq 

circularly cylindrical cavity modes, including the TMopo resonances. These TMopo 

interior resonances are significant because they have little damping, and therefore, 

dominate the scattered fields of the circular strip. The higher order longitudinal 

interior resonances (q =f:. 0) have more radiation damping; thus, they contribute 

less to the scattered fields. Previous investigators have located TMopq resonances 

for larger aspect ratios; however, the existence of the TMopo resonances have not 

been mentioned in any of these investigations. We believe that this is the first re

port of the TMopo resonances for an open ended circular cylinder (circular strip). 

We also observed that the exterior resonances are only weakly excited by the ax

ial dipole. This is due to the fact that the frequencies at which the predominant 

exterior resonances occur are well below the first interior resonance (i.e. the first 

cutoff frequency) of the circular strip. Finally, we demonstrated that a simple GTD 

model can be used to get reasonable approximations to the locations of the TMopo 

circular strip resonances. 

Following the calculations of the natural resonances of the circular strip, 

we used the incident and scattered fields determined from our transient analysis 

as input and output data for two transient identification examples. Using a stan

dard transient identification algorithm, we demonstrated that the dominant TMopo 

resonances of the circular strip are readily identified. These identified poles match 
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exactly the theoretical poles determined from the MOM formulation. This success-
. 

ful identification is attributed to the fact that these interior resonances have little 

damping (high Q) and are distinct. The higher order longitudinal TMopq resonances 

have more radiation damping, and therefore, are harder to identify. However, we do 

show an example where the dominant effects of the TMopo resonances are reduced 

by appropriate filtering and some of the lower order longitudinal resonances can 

be identified. Since the exterior resonances are so weakly excited and so heavily 

damped, they contribute little to the scattered fields, and are not identifiable in 

the presence of the dominating interior resonances. We conclude that for structures 

which have strong, well-defined resonances, the identification of the natural reso-

nances is relatively easy. However, these dominant contributions tend to overwhelm 

the contributions of other less dominant poles, making the identification of these 

poles difficult. 

For future work, we suggest that the theoretical results contained in this 

report be verfied experimentally. For these comparisons a better representation of 

the source may be required, since some of the characteristics of an infinitesimal 

electric dipole are not easy to reproduce experimentally. As we have discussed, our 

formulation for the induced current and the scattered fields of the circular strip is 

general enough to account for any source which radiates azimuthally independent 

Ez fields. However, this formulation does not account for the mutual coupling be-

tween the source and the strip. Therefore, it may be neccessary to include these 

coupling effects. In addition, it would be interesting to study the scattering and 

resonances of the circular strip without the restriction of azimuthal independence. 

This problem has wide applications in general scattering studies and target iden-

tification and classification work. Similar problems have been addressed, however, 
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only large aspect ratios have been considered, and the lowest order longitudinal 
-

interior resonances have not been taken into account. As we have shown, these 

zero'th order resonances can be the dominant features in the scattered fields. 
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